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The field of 2D materials has expanded widely in the past 15 years to include 
many materials beyond graphene. However, the applications of graphene and its 
derivatives are still limited by the lack of thorough knowledge on how to 
successfully integrate a 2D material into a device while maintaining its unique 
properties. The work in this thesis investigates the application of 2D materials, 
such as graphene, fluorinated graphene, and hexagonal boron nitride, in solar 
fuels and sensing devices to reveal patterns that can inform device design with 
these and other materials in the future. In the second chapter, lightly fluorinated 
graphene is investigated as a protective layer on silicon photoanodes. This 
material is shown to possess superior abilities as a protective layer against 
oxidizing conditions as well as other deleterious surface reactions. The introduction 
of fluorine atoms to the lattice at postulated to terminate defects found along grain 
boundaries, leading to enhanced stability over 24h. The third chapter addresses 
the energetics of silicon/2D material/liquid junctions to elucidate how the density of 
states in these materials affect the formation of efficient charge-separation 
junctions. Hexagonal boron nitride on p-type silicon is shown to form a superior 
junction to graphene, as measured by changes in the open-circuit potential against 
a range of one-electron redox couples. Finally, chapter four shows the integration 
of a monolayer of graphene into a polymer-based chemiresistive vapor sensor to 
substantially enhance the signal of the sensor over the graphene or polymer alone. 
The response is dependent on strain at the graphene interface as demonstrated 
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An Introduction to 2D Materials 
 The successful isolation of monolayer graphene in 2004 prompted an explosion 
of research in the field of two-dimensional (2D) electronics. Graphene has been the 
subject of extensive research to understand and modulate its electronic properties 
because of its ballistic-level carrier mobility1 and ambipolar field effect,2 coupled with its 
2D nature and remarkable strength.3 While people have long claimed that graphene will 
revolutionize technology, this revolution has yet to occur due to the difficulty of designing 
scalable, reproducible graphene syntheses4, the fundamental limitations imposed by the 
lack of a bandgap in graphene5, and the challenge of integrating this material in devices 
while maintaining its unique properties.  
While graphene still dominates work in this field, a large number of new materials 
has been isolated or grown in the past decade, including 2D semiconductors like the 
transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) and topological insulators like hexagonal boron 
nitride (h-BN). These discoveries have been driven by the need to isolate 2D materials 
that overcome the device limitations imposed by the semimetal character of graphene, 
while retaining high carrier mobilities for integration in a variety of fast, flexible 
electronics. Still, graphene serves both as a useful comparison to the other materials 
and a model for the behavior of a 2D semimetal. Graphene and its derivatives have 
been proposed for use in numerous applications, from advanced flexible electronics to 
components in polymer composites. This chapter will introduce a basic understanding of 
2D material behavior and describe the three different areas within the field of 2D 
materials covered by this thesis: the ability of graphene and its derivatives to protect 
semiconductors from deleterious surface reactions, to control the band energetics at 




Properties of 2D Materials 
Monolayer graphene is a semi-metallic 2D material composed entirely of carbon 
atoms (Figure 1). The atoms in the lattice are bonded together by sp2-hybridized orbitals, 
making graphene a planar material with a thickness of only 3 Å.2 The pz orbitals, which 
are not involved in the C–C bonds of the lattice, stick up from the basal plane of the 
material. The overlap of these orbitals form bands that meet at the Dirac point, which 
allows the ballistic lateral transport of electrons and holes.2 As a result, graphene has no 
bandgap and has a linearly decreasing density of states near the Fermi level. This 
honeycomb lattice of sp2-hybridized carbon atoms is also chemically stable and 
impermeable to oxygen and water.6,7 Its atomically thin nature makes it highly 
transparent, transmitting 97% of impinging light in the visible spectrum.8 The uniformity 
of atoms within the basal plane contribute to the high stability and low reactivity of the 
lattice. Thus, pristine graphene is effectively inert. 
Aggressive methods are needed to functionalize the basal plane of graphene. 
Due to the stability of the pristine lattice, it has been established that structural 
irregularities are critical for applications of graphene.6 These defects can detract from the 
other beneficial properties of graphene—particularly charge mobility—as defective 
graphene has much lower conductivity than pristine graphene.7 While these irregularities 
manifest as permanent defects to the lattice, electronic irregularities like those 
introduced by strain do not damage the network of C–C bonds in the basal plane.8 Many 
methods have been designed to tune the bandgap of graphene, including but not limited 
to: substitutional doping of the graphene lattice during growth, noncovalent interactions 
with electron-rich and electron-poor molecules,9 and covalent functionalization.7 
Researchers commonly prefer the last of these methods because it has proven the most 
effective for permanently altering the electronic properties of graphene.7 
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While no covalent functionalization can fully maintain the pristine nature of the 
lattice – the carbon atoms by necessity become tetravalent upon successful 
functionalization – the limitations that arise from the creation of permanent defects in the 
graphene lattice have prompted the search for functionalization methods that can lead to 
different electronic properties in the resulting lattice. One such modification is fluorination 
of monolayer graphene, which generates a corrugated, insulating lattice.  Fully-
fluorinated graphene has a bandgap of 3.0 eV and is very stable over time.10 With such 
a large bandgap, this material has no density of states near its Fermi level. This 
characteristic makes fully fluorinated graphene a superior material to unfluorinated 
graphene, as it can be integrated into conventional electronics as a dielectric, whereas 
graphene has no direct analog in the field of semiconductor processing.11 
The stability of the fully fluorinated material has led some to equate it to 2D 
Teflon.10,12 This nickname for fluorinated graphene belies the reactive nature of the more 
common partially fluorinated graphene derivatives. Partially fluorinated graphene is 
actually quite reactive, showing the spontaneous detachment of fluorine in a matter of 
days after fluorination, which has led to its use as a precursor for subsequent 
functionalization.13,14 As a result, many methods have been used to try to achieve full 
fluorination of the basal plane of graphene to achieve greater stability of the lattice. 
These methods include exposure to various strong fluorine chemistries, including 
hydrofluoric acid, XeF2 gas, and CF4 and SF6 plasmas.15 However, the methods that 
introduce the most fluorine also introduce the most disorder to the lattice and eventually 
destroy the lattice entirely. Thus, the partially fluorinated material is more widely studied 
than the fully fluorinated derivative and can take on a range of characteristics, depending 
on the degree of fluorination of the underlying basal plane.16 
 Similar to fluorinated graphene, hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) is a topological 
insulator, but it is a single monolayer of atoms in its pristine forms. While it has the same 
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crystal structure as graphene, h-BN is formed of an alternating honeycomb lattice of 
boron and nitrogen atoms with lattice parameters very close to those of graphene and 
fluorinated graphene (rB–N = 1.45 Å while rC–C = 1.42 Å). It has the largest bandgap of the 
known 2D materials at ~6.0 eV.17 The highly insulating and inert nature of h-BN has 
made it most commonly used as a passivation layer in devices, as it can stabilize a 




Figure 1. 2D materials used in this thesis. A) Density of states (g) for graphene 
and fully single-side fluorinated graphene (C4F). The D.O.S. for fluorographene 
is significantly further from the intrinsic Fermi level for graphene while h-BN is 
completely insulating. B) The unit cells for graphene and fluorinated graphene. 
There are multiple ways that fluorine can bond to the basal plane to form 
partially fluorinated graphene. 
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Protective layers in photoelectrochemical cells 
Photoelectrochemical (PEC) cells are unique in that the charge-separating junction 
of the device is formed at a semiconductor/liquid interface instead of a semiconductor/solid 
interface, as is found in standard photovoltaic (PV) cells. Fabrication of a PEC device can 
be as simple as submerging a semiconductor in an appropriate electrolyte solution. These 
devices can generate chemical fuel directly via photon-driven water-splitting at the 
semiconductor surface without a separate electrolyzer (E), as a typical PV strategy would 
require. By eliminating the need for a separate electrolyzer, we expect the PEC cell to 
reduce the total cost of the solar water-splitting process compared to the common PV+E 
strategy.2 
The protection of semiconductor surfaces from passivation and corrosion upon 
exposure to aqueous solution under photoanodic conditions is one of the foremost 
challenges facing the fabrication of stable PEC devices.3 To prevent these deleterious 
reactions, several protection strategies have been developed, including various metallic 
and metal oxide protective layers for photoanodes. However, these layers generally 
reduce effective light absorption and thus limit energy conversion efficiency.3,4 Protective 
metallic layers are limited by loss of majority carriers to the recombination processes that 
are promoted by thermionic emission at the interface. Protective metal oxide layers are 
limited by the thickness required for protection; films of promising oxide materials become 
more porous as they are made thinner to decrease absorption and prevent loss to 
reflection, which limits their effectiveness. Ideally, a protective layer would be optically 
transparent, while preventing deleterious surface reactions and still allowing for an efficient 
charge-separating junction to form.3 
As a protective layer on n-type silicon (n-Si) under illumination in photoanodic 
conditions for 1000s, graphene has been shown to only partially pin the 
graphene/semiconductor interface, due to the lack of states at the Fermi level (Figure 1).9 
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However, current growth methods limit the use of graphene as a protective layer.9 
Exfoliation, or “the Scotch tape method,” produces single-crystal graphene pieces that are 
small (~100 μm) and difficult to locate optically. Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) growth 
can be used to make polycrystalline sheets with variable grain size. However, diffusion 
through grain boundaries and defects from wet-chemistry transfers have stymied the use 
of CVD-grown graphene as the ubiquitous, transferable protective layer it could be.10,11 In 
addition, small amounts of contaminants left behind after wet transfer are known to dope 
the graphene sheets, which allows easy access to more deleterious surface states by 
charge carriers at the interface.12,13 It would be beneficial to limit the effect of high-energy 
defect sites and grain boundaries on the performance of graphene-based electrodes 
through passivation and limit the number of surface states easily accessible to charge 
carriers at a graphene/semiconductor interface. 
Recent work has shown that various protective layers, such as HfO2 and TiO2, can 
react with high energy defect sites and effectively repair some of the damage to the 
honeycomb structure of graphene, preventing unwanted diffusion through the lattice.14,15 
With this in mind, Chapter 2 will detail work using monolayer fluorographene on a 
semiconductor photoanode to stabilize the surface and form an efficient charge-
separating junction for use in a solar water-splitting device through termination of defect 
sites with fluorine atoms. 
 
Interfacial control at semiconductor/liquid junctions 
To form an efficient charge-separating junction, we need to minimize the number 
of electronic states introduced by a protective layer with energy mid-gap to the 
semiconductor. In addition, the initial difference between the electrochemical potential of 
the semiconductor (EF) and the contacting electrolyte determines the maximum efficiency 
of a photoanode or photocathode.18 Efficient photoanodic devices have the edge of the 
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valence band aligned with the electrochemical potential for the reaction of interest (E(A/A-
)), maximizing the extractable energy (Figure 2a). In contrast, photocathodic devices have 
the conduction band aligned with E(A/A-) (Figure 2b). Thus, these interfaces can be 
optimized with the use of interstitial layers to tune the resulting efficiency for different 
applications, shown as a dipole in Figure 2. When a 2D material is used as this interstitial 
layer, the properties of the layer, particularly its density of states, are predicted to have a 
strong effect on the quality of the resulting interface. Since graphene has a Fermi level 
that falls between the the band edges of many semiconductors, it is not predicted to make 
an efficient charge-separating junction. Because h-BN has a large bandgap, there are no 
mid-gap states and it should produce a more efficient charge-separating junction than 
graphene would.17 Chapter 3 will further explain how these interfaces were tested using 
macroscale and nanoscale techniques. 
Figure 2. Energy diagrams for efficient charge-transfer in semiconductor/2D 
material/liquid junctions. An efficient semiconductor/2D material/liquid junction places 
the electrochemical potential of the contacting electrolyte (E(A/A-)) close to the 
appropriate band given the dopant type in the semiconductor.  A) For the n-Si/2D 
material/liquid junction, E(A/A-) is moved closer to the the valence band. B) A p-Si/2D 
material/liquid junction has E(A/A-) close to the conduction band. Note that the 
direction of the necessary surface dipole has switched for the two interfaces. 
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Strain-based sensing with graphene 
Strain-induced reactivity of graphene is a promising method that explores the 
effect that controlled tensile and compressive strain of the basal plane of graphene has 
on reactivity. This technique relies on the strain-induced change in electron density 
along the basal plane to increase reactivity. In the same way that dangling bonds along 
grain boundaries or edges promote reactivity, these strain-induced hot spots have been 
shown to be highly reactive to graphene functionalization methods.18–20 Unlike other 
methods for covalent functionalization, the generation of these reactive hot spots should 
also be fully reversible with the removal of strain from the lattice. Since strain 
significantly changes the conductivity of graphene, strain-based methods should allow 
the reversible changes to the conductivity of graphene with minimal damage to the 
underlying lattice. 
Even with only minor rippling of the lattice, the lability of the C–C bonds still 
substantially increases because of reduced orbital overlap and increased localization of 
electron density.21 From π-orbital angle vector (POAV) analysis – frequently used in 
discussions of fullerenes or other intrinsically strained carbon allotropes – deviation from 
sp2 hybridization decreases electron delocalization and increases the chemical potential 
of the strained atoms.22 That is, as the s-orbital character of the pz orbital increases, the 
delocalization of the π-bond network decreases. The deformation of graphene and the 
resulting charge localization alter the conductivity through the monolayer, creating a 
detectable change in the resistance across the lattice. 
 This reversible and detectable change in conductivity makes graphene an ideal 
material to study as part of a chemiresistive sensor. These sensors detect the adsorption 
of particular chemicals through a change in the resistance of the sensing material. As 
the graphene lattice is very sensitive to perturbations, a sensor made with pristine 
graphene should have high sensitivity to molecule adsorption in contrast with the 
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amorphous conductive carbon commonly used today. However, as highlighted 
previously, pristine graphene is relatively inert. Clean graphene actually shows very low 
selectivity to gases. In fact, most of the sensitivity attributed to graphene has been 
shown to be attributable to polymer contamination on the surface.  Rather than excluding 
graphene from use in chemiresistive sensors though, this lack of selectivity has inspired 
the work detailed in Chapter 4, where a sensor is developed to amplify small changes in 
strain to large changes in resistance across the lattice through the integration of a 
textured substrate with and polymer-coated graphene layer. 
Summary 
Together the three materials used herein bridge a wide range of bandgaps 
currently accessible in 2D materials. The diverse work in this thesis characterizing the 
interfacial behavior of graphene, fluorinated graphene, and h-BN will allow scientists to 
elucidate the pattern of behavior expected as the density of states of these materials and 
to better predict the behavior of new 2D materials in the future. 
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Several protective coating strategies have been developed to suppress 
deleterious surface reactions associated with corrosion or passivation of semiconductor 
photoanodes in aqueous electrolytes.1-2 NiOx films prepared by reactive sputtering or 
amorphous TiO2 films in conjunction with a Ni-oxide based electrocatalyst have 
produced extended stability for Si photoanodes and allow the photochemical evolution of 
O2(g) from water under alkaline conditions.3-4  Thin metallic overlayers or transparent 
conductive metal oxide protective layers often result in relatively low photovoltages due 
to thermionic emission of majority carriers at Si/overlayer Schottky contacts.3-10 
Insulating metal oxide barriers must be thin enough (a few nm) to permit conduction by 
tunneling, and such thin layers are difficult to prepare in a pinhole-free manner over 
macroscopic areas.5, 11-12 Chemical functionalization has led to improved stability of n-Si 
surfaces, but such methods have not yet yielded stability over extended time periods in 
aqueous electrolytes.13-15   
An ideal protective coating would be transparent, provide low resistance to 
charge transfer, allow for maximum energy-conversion efficiency for a range of 
semiconductor/electrolyte contacts, would be applied easily to semiconductor surfaces, 
would be capable of uniformly protecting macroscopic electrode areas, and would be 
chemically and electrochemically stable under the relevant conditions. Monolayer 
graphene can be prepared in large (>100 cm2), pinhole-free layers and transferred to 
any arbitrary planar surface, and has been shown to inhibit oxidation of metals both in air 
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and in aqueous solution.16-21 Graphene is chemically inert, optically transparent, can be 
deposited onto surfaces at room temperature.  Illuminated graphene-coated Si 
photoanodes in contact with neutral pH aqueous electrolytes have demonstrated stability 
for over 1000 s while providing desirable photoelectrochemical performance.22-25 
However, the graphene does not completely protect the Si photoanodes from oxidation, 
and the devices exhibit partial Fermi-level pinning which limits their energy-conversion 
efficiency.  The incomplete protection and Fermi-level pinning are consistently ascribed 
to reactive sites near grain boundaries in the polycrystalline graphene produced by 
chemical-vapor deposition (CVD), and to the presence of mid-gap electronic states 
introduced at the n-Si/Gr interface as a result of the graphene electronic structure, 
respectively. 
Relative to unfluorinated graphene, fluorination of graphene should reduce the 
density of states near the Fermi level, thus reducing Fermi level pinning effects, and 
should passivate reactive graphene defect sites via fluorine capping.26-28 Accordingly, we 
report herein an investigation of the stability and photoelectrochemical behavior of 
fluorinated-graphene-coated Si photoanodes in contact with aqueous electrolytes. 
Methods 
Materials 
Single-crystalline, Czochralski grown, (111)-oriented, planar, 380 μm thick, 
phosphorus doped, 1.1 Ω-cm resistivity (doping density, ND ≈ 5x1015 cm-3) single-side 
polished n-type silicon wafers were obtained from University Wafer, Inc. Water was 
obtained from a Barnstead Nanopure system and had a resistivity ≥ 18.0 MΩ-cm. 
Copper Etch Type CE – 100 (FeCl3-based, Transene Company, Inc., Danvers, MA), and 
buffered HF(aq) (semiconductor grade, Transene Company, Inc., Danvers, MA) were 
used as received. Acetone (HPLC grade, Sigma-Aldrich) was used as received. 
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Acetonitrile (99.8% anhydrous, Sigma-Aldrich) used in electrochemical measurements 
was dried over Al2O3 prior to use.  
Ferrocene (Fc, bis(cyclopentadienyl)iron(II), 99%, Strem), cobaltocene (CoCp2, 
bis(cyclopentadienyl)cobalt(II), 98%, Strem), and acetylferrocene (AcFc, 
(acetylcyclopentadienyl)-cyclopentadienyl iron(II), 99.5%, Strem) were purified via 
sublimation. Ferrocenium tetrafluoroborate (Fc+[BF4]- , bis(cyclopentadienyl)iron(III) 
tetrafluoroborate, technical grade, Sigma-Aldrich) was recrystallized from a mixture of 
diethyl ether (ACS grade, EMD) and acetonitrile (ACS grade, EMD) and dried under 
vacuum. Cobaltocenium hexafluorophosphate (CoCp2+, bis(cyclopentadienyl)cobalt(III) 
hexafluorophosphate, 98%, Sigma-Aldrich) was recrystallized from a mixture of ethanol 
(ACS grade, EMD) and acetonitrile (ACS grade, EMD) and dried under vacuum. 
Acetylferrocenium (AcFc+) was generated in situ via electrochemical oxidation of AcFc0 
with the concomitant reduction reaction occurring in a compartment that was separated 
by a Vycor frit from the working electrode compartment. Potassium ferricyanide 
(K3[Fe(CN)6], 99.2%, Sigma-Aldrich) and potassium ferrocyanide (K4[Fe(CN)6]•3H2O, 
ACS Certified, Fischer Scientific) were used as received. LiClO4 (battery grade, Sigma-
Aldrich) was used as received. Petri dishes used were Falcon Optilux™ branded and 
were cleaned with water prior to use. All other chemicals were used as received unless 
otherwise noted. 
Electrode fabrication 
Monolayer graphene was grown by chemical-vapor deposition (CVD) of carbon 
on Cu.29 Additional CVD-grown monolayer graphene on Cu was purchased from 
Advanced Chemical Supplier Materials. A 2.5 cm x 1 cm piece of monolayer graphene 
on Cu (from either source) was fluorinated using a home-built XeF2 pulse chamber, with 
one pulse of XeF2 (g) at 2 Torr for 90 s with a base pressure of <1 mTorr.28 X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of the resulting F–Gr confirmed the fluorination.27-28 
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The F–Gr was further characterized by UV/Vis and Raman spectroscopy. The 
fluorinated graphene samples on Cu were then coated with 495K A4 polymethyl 
methacrylate (PMMA, MicroChem) by spinning at 2000 rpm (500 rpm s-1 acceleration) 
for 60 s, followed by a 5 min bake at 185 °C. This procedure was repeated twice to yield 
a PMMA/F-Gr/Cu stack. 
Smaller pieces were cut from the PMMA/F-Gr/Cu and floated in FeCl3 solution 
until complete removal of the Cu (~1 h) was observed. To remove the etchant residue, 
each stack was transferred between five consecutive ≥18MΩ-cm resistivity water baths. 
N-type Si was etched for 30 s in buffered improved HF (Transene) to yield n-Si–H 
surfaces, and any SiO2 was removed using a modified SC1/SC2 cleaning method. SC-1 
consisted of soaking the Si wafers in a 5:1:1 (by volume) solution of H2O, NH4OH (~30 
wt.%, J.T. Baker) and H2O2 (~35 wt.%, Sigma) for 10 min at 75o C. After washing with 
H2O, SC-1 cleaned wafers were exposed to SC-2 conditions, which consisted of soaking 
the Si wafers in a 5:1:1 (by volume) solution of H2O, HCl (11.1 M, Sigma) and H2O2 (~35 
wt.%, Sigma) for 10 min at 75 o C.  A clean PMMA/F-Gr stack was then pulled gently 
onto the appropriate Si wafer and dried with a stream of N2(g) to remove any remaining 
water between the Si wafer and the graphene sheet. The final PMMA/F-Gr/wafer stack 
was baked at 80 °C for 10 min in air. The majority of the PMMA was detached with a 10 
min acetone soak and the remaining PMMA residue was removed by an anneal (H2:Ar 
v:v 5:95) for 2h at 350°C.30  
Si/F-Gr electrodes were fabricated using Ga:In (75:25) eutectic as an ohmic back 
contact. The wafers were attached to a Cu wire with Ag paint (high purity, SPI 
Supplies).29, 32 All surfaces except the F–Gr layer were covered with insulating epoxy 
(Loctite Hysol 9460). CH3-terminated Si(111) wafers were prepared using a previously 
reported procedure.31 H-terminated Si(111) electrodes were etched with HF(aq) 




X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic (XPS) data were collected at ~5 × 10−9 Torr 
using a Kratos AXIS Ultra DLD with a magnetic immersion lens that consisted of a 
spherical mirror and concentric hemispherical analyzers with a delay-line detector (DLD). 
An Al Kα (1.486 KeV) monochromatic source was used for X-ray excitation. Ejected 
electrons were collected at a 90° angle from the horizontal. The CASA XPS software 
package v 2.3.16 was used to analyze the collected data.  
Raman spectra were collected with a Renishaw Raman microscope at =532 nm 
through an objective with numerical aperture=0.75. The laser power was ~ 3 mW. 
UV/Vis transmission spectra were collected with a Cary 5000 absorption 
spectrometer equipped with an external DRA 1800 attachment.  The data were 
automatically zero/baseline corrected by the instrument before any additional processing 
was performed. 
Electrochemical data were obtained using a Princeton Applied Research Model 
273, Biologic SP-250, or a Gamry Reference 600 potentiostat. A Pt wire reference 
electrode (0.5 mm dia., 99.99% trace metals basis, Sigma-Aldrich) and a Pt mesh 
counter electrode (100 mesh, 99.9% trace metals basis, Sigma-Aldrich) were used for 
the electrochemical measurements. The cell potentials for the nonaqueous redox 
species were determined using cyclic voltammetry to compare the solution potential to 
the formal potential of the redox species. The potential difference between cells was 
calculated using the difference between the formal potentials for each redox couple in 
conjunction with standard reduction potentials from the literature. The CH3CN-CoCp2+/0 
solution (CoCp2 [3 mM]/ CoCp2+ [50 mM]) was calculated to have a solution potential of 
E(A/A-) = -1.26 V vs Fc/Fc+, the CH3CN-Fc+/0 solution (Fc [55 mM]/ Fc+ [3 mM]) was 
calculated to have E(A/A-) = -0.10 V vs Fc+/Fc, and the CH3CN-AcFc+/0 solution (pre-
electrolysis AcFc concentration = [50 mM]) was calculated to have E(A/A-) = +0.40 V vs 
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Fc+/Fc. The nonaqueous electrochemical solutions each contained 1.0 M LiClO4. The 
aqueous 50 mM K3[Fe(CN)6] - 350 mM K4[Fe(CN)6] solution contained no additional 
supporting electrolyte due to the high intrinsic salt concentration. The current under 
forward bias saturated at much larger values in the Fe(CN)63-/4- solution than in the 
Fc+/Fc solution due to the increased concentration of electron-accepting species in the 
Fe(CN)63-/4- solution. Fc[BF4] is a highly colored species that, at high concentrations, 
absorbs a significant fraction of the light prior to photons striking the photoelectrode. The 
electrolyte solution was rapidly stirred with a small, Teflon-covered stir bar. Illumination 
was provided with an ENH-type tungsten-halogen lamp. Illumination intensities were set 
to provide ~10-11 mA cm-2 of light-limited current density. These intensities 
corresponded to ~1/3rd of a Sun (~33 mW cm-2), respectively, as determined through 
the concurrent use of a Si photodiode (Thor Laboratories) that was calibrated relative to 
a secondary standard photodetector that was NIST-traceable and calibrated at 100 mW 
cm-2 of AM1.5G illumination. Nonaqueous electrochemistry was performed anaerobically 
in an Ar(g)-filled glovebox. Aqueous electrochemistry was performed in air. Electrodes 
were washed with H2O and dried prior to transfer between electrolyte solutions. 
The current density versus potential data in HBr(aq) were measured using a 
three-electrode setup with a Si working electrode, a Pt wire pseudo-reference electrode, 
and a large Pt mesh counter electrode. The electrolyte consisted of aqueous 0.4M Br2 - 
7.0 M HBr (pH=0) electrolyte under rapid stirring, and ~33 mW cm-2 of simulated solar 
illumination from an ELH-type W-halogen lamp. 
Photoelectrochemical deposition of Pt was performed by immersing the electrode 
into an aqueous solution of 5 mM K2PtCl4 (99.9%, Alfa Aesar) and 200 mM LiCl. Using a 
three-electrode setup, with a saturated calomel reference electrode and a Pt mesh 
counter electrode, galvanostatic control was maintained at -0.1 mA/cm2 in a stirred 
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solution until -100 mC/cm2 had passed.  The samples were then rinsed with deionized 
water and were dried under a stream of N2(g). 
The stability of the fluorinated graphene was tested under acidic, neutral, and 
alkaline aqueous solutions, respectively. To insure that the same area was examined 
before and after testing, a small area on the graphene wafer was outlined with Hysol 
9460 epoxy. Optical images along with Raman spectra were acquired, and wafers were 
then placed for 1 h in aqueous solutions at pH 0, pH 7, and pH 14.  After carefully rinsing 
the samples with >18 MΩ-cm H2O and drying the samples with a stream of N2(g), optical 







Figure 1 shows the x-ray photoelectron spectra and Raman spectroscopy of n-
Si/F–Gr samples before and after the final anneal under forming gas. The C 1s region 
before annealing displayed four peaks at binding energies of 284.8 eV, 285.6 eV, 287.2 
eV, and 289.5 eV, attributed to C–C, C=C, C–O, and C–F bonds respectively. The F 1s 
region displayed two peaks at binding energies of 687.1 eV and 690.0 eV, 
corresponding to ionic and covalently bound fluorine atoms. The Raman spectra before 
annealing showed characteristic graphene peaks at 1585 cm-1 and 2690 cm-1 known as 
the G and 2D peak respectively. Fluorination also leads to the presence of a prominent 
defect peak at 1350 cm-1. 
After annealing, two additional peaks, at 291 eV and 293.5 eV (inset), attributable 
to CF2 and CF3 groups, were observed in the C 1s XP spectra. The positions of the 
peaks in the F 1s region were shifted slightly to 686.1 eV and 689.8 eV, respectively, 
and decreased in size. The defect peak at 1350 cm-1 is still visible underneath a new 
broad peak corresponding to the presence of amorphous carbon on the surface. These 
spectra are consistent with a lightly fluorinated (CXF, x>10) graphene surface.4 The 
change in fluorination profile after annealing is consistent with a reorganization of the 
fluorine on the surface, and the XPS spectra demonstrate the expected decrease in 
fluorine content after a two-hour 350 °C anneal under a H2:Ar (5:95) atmosphere.4 
Further characterization after annealing by UV/Visible spectroscopy is shown in 
Figure 2 for both Gr and F–Gr. Both materials transmit 97% of incoming light on average 
across the region from 350 nm to 1200 nm. While transmittance decreases at shorter 
wavelengths for both, no increase indicative of the presence of a bandgap was detected. 
The small change in transmittance at 800 nm marks the region where the instrument 




Figure 1. Raman and X-ray photoelectron (XP) spectra of fluorinated graphene (F–Gr) 
before and after annealing. (A) The C 1s region before annealing. Peaks attributed to 
carbon bound to fluorine are shown in green; peaks attributed to carbon bound to carbon 
are shown in blue; and peaks attributed to carbon bound to oxygen are shown in red. (B) 
The F 1s region before annealing. (C) The Raman spectrum of before annealing. The 
prominent defect peak is visible at 1350 cm-1.  (D) The C 1s region after annealing. Two 
new CFx peaks are visible.  (E) The F 1s region after annealing. The two peaks are 
shifted slightly down in energy from the original sample.  (F) The Raman spectrum after 









Figure 2. UV/Vis spectra of Gr and F-Gr on glass. Graphene and fluorinated graphene were 




Figure 3 shows the current-density versus time (J-t) and current density vs. 
potential (J-E) behavior for illuminated (~33 mW cm-2 ENH-type W-halogen lamp) 
n-Si/F–Gr photoanodes in contact with aqueous 50 mM Fe(CN)63- - 350 mM Fe(CN)64-
(aq).  The n-Si/F–Gr electrodes exhibited stable current over 100 s while the current 
density of n-Si–H electrodes decayed to nearly baseline values over the same time 
period (Figure 3a). Furthermore, the current density of the n-Si/F–Gr electrode decayed 
by less than 1 mA cm-2 for > 100,000 s of continuous operation (Figure 3b).  After 
correcting for fluctuations in the light intensity impinging on the electrode, greater than 
97% of the expected current density of an ideally stable electrode was observed. Figure 
3c depicts the J-E behavior before and after exposure to the conditions in Figure 3b. The 
stable open-circuit potential (-0.27 V vs. E(A/A-)) and fill factor (0.33 before exposure, 
0.32 after exposure) show relatively little change in the n-Si/F–Gr interface. 
Similar results were observed for np+-Si/F–Gr electrodes (Figure 4). For the np+-
Si/F-Gr/Fe(CN)63-/4- cell, the following photovoltaic metrics were measured: Voc = -0.39 V, 
Jsc = 11.1 mA cm-2, ff = 0.30. The same degree of stability is seen with no decrease in 
photocurrent over 100,000 s. Additional data were collected with a Pt catalyst to 
demonstrate that the fluorinated graphene overlayer did not attenuate the effect of a 
catalyst on fill factor (Figure 5). For the np+-Si/Pt PV cell, the following photovoltaic 
metrics were measured: Voc = -0.40 V, Jsc = 11.3 mA cm-2, ff = 0.50. The similar Voc 
values with varying fill factors between these two interfaces suggest that the Si/F-
Gr/Fe(CN)63-/4- interface is the source of an additional series resistance but that the 
parallel shunt resistances are similar between the np+-Si/Pt and np+-Si/F-Gr/Fe(CN)63-/4 
interfaces. A similar parallel shunt resistance is also consistent with the use of the same 
buried photoactive junction at each interface. The np+-Si/Pt PV cell was prepared by 
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evaporating 15 nm of Pt onto the freshly HF etched p+ surface of an np+-Si chip and 







Figure 3. Current density-time (J-t) and 
current density-potential (J-E) behavior 
of n-Si/F–Gr electrodes in contact with 
aqueous 50 mM Fe(CN)63- - 350 mM 
Fe(CN)64- under ~ 33 mW cm-2 of ENH-
type W-halogen lamp illumination. (A) 
Comparison of the J-t behavior of bare 
n-Si–H and n-Si/F-Gr electrodes over 
100 s. (B) The J-t behavior of F–Gr 
covered n-Si at E= 0 V vs. the Nernstian 
potential of the solution (E(A/A-)) over 
100,000 s (>24 hours). The normalized 
current density is reported to correct for 
any variation in the intensity of the light 
source with time.  (C) J-E behavior of n-
Si/F–Gr (3 scans at 50 mV s-1) before 




Figure 4. Current density vs. time (J-t) 
and current density vs potential (J-E) 
behavior of np+-Si/F–Gr electrodes in 
contact with aqueous 50 mM Fe(CN)63- 
- 350 mM Fe(CN)64- electrolyte under 
~33 mW cm-2 of ENH-type W-halogen 
illumination. (A) The J-t behavior of 
np+-Si/F–Gr at E= 0 V vs. E(A/A-) 
over 100,000 s (>24 h). The 
normalized current density is reported 
to correct for any variations in the light 
intensity during the experiment.  (B) J-
E behavior of np+-Si/F–Gr (3 scans at 
50 mV s-1) before and after exposure 
to the conditions depicted in (A). The 
current density decay in the original 
chronoamperograms is consistently 
ascribed to fluctuations in the light 
source, as well as to decomposition of 
the Fe(CN)63-/4- under illumination, 
which produced thin colored film on 
the electrochemical cell over the 





Figure 5. J-E behavior of an np+-Si/Pt PV cell and an np+-Si/F-Gr/Fe(CN)63-/4- 
photoanode under ~33 mW cm-2 of ENH-type W-halogen illumination. For this cell, 




Table 1. |Voc| values for n-Si/Gr and n-Si/F–Gr electrodes in contact with non-aqueous 
redox couples under ~33 mW cm-2 of W-halogen illumination. The Nernstian potential, 
E(A/A-), of the contacting non-aqueous electrolytes were measured as follows: 
E(CoCp2+/0) = -1.26 V vs. E°’(Fc+/0), E(Fc+/0) = -0.1 V vs. E°’(Fc0/+), E(AcFc+/0) = +0.4 V vs 
E°’(Fc+/0).  
 |Voc,CoCp2+/0|  (V vs. 
E(CoCp2+/0) 
|Voc,Fc+/0| (V vs. 
E(Fc+/0) 
|Voc,AcFc+/0| (V vs. 
E(AcFc+/0) 
Gr 0 0.26 0.43 
F–
Gr 
0 0.20 0.30 
 
The behavior of n-Si/Gr and n-Si/F–Gr in contact with a series of non aqueous, 
one-electron redox couples spanning a range of potentials is shown in Table 1. The n-
Si/Gr samples consistently showed no photovoltage in contact with cobaltocene 
(CoCp2+/0, -1.26 V vs. E°’(Fc+/0)) and increasing values for photovoltage in contact with 
more positive couples, such as  ferrocene (Fc+/0, -0.1 V vs. E°’(Fc0/+)) and 
acetylferrocene (AcFc+/0, +0.4 V vs E°’(Fc+/0)). The same trend was observed for the n-




Figure 6 shows a comparison of the XP spectra of methyl-terminated n-Si 
electrodes (n-Si–Me) with and without a F–Gr protective layer before and after 
photoelectrochemical testing in an aqueous 50 mM Fe(CN)63- - 350 mM Fe(CN)64- 
electrolyte.  After passing 1600 mC cm-2 of anodic charge on an n-Si-Me electrode, the 
growth of an oxide peak was observed in the Si 2p XPS region.  In contrast, no 
Figure 6. XP spectra of n-Si–Me and n-Si–Me/F–Gr electrodes. (A) and (B) show the XP 
spectra of an n-Si–Me electrode before and after passing 1600 mC cm-2 (inset) while 
passing anodic current in contact with an aqueous 50 mM Fe(CN)63- - 350 mM Fe(CN)64- 
electrolyte. (C) and (D) show an n-Si–Me/F–Gr electrode before and after passing 3200 
mC cm-2 under similar electrochemical conditions to (A) and (B). 
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additional growth of the oxide peak was observed after passing twice the number of 
Coulombs (3200 mC cm-2) across an n-Si–Me/F–Gr electrode.  
XPS analysis was performed in order to determine the effect of electrochemical 
oxidation at the Si–Me surface on the oxidation state of the Si photoanode surface 
(Figure 6). Silicon oxide detected before and after electrochemical oxidation was 
quantified using a simple substrate—overlayer model described by equation 1:8 







]}     (1) 
Where d is the overlayer thickness, λov is the attenuation factor through the oxide 





𝑜  is an instrument normalization factor related to the expected signal for 
a pure Si and a pure SiO2 sample (taken to be 1.3 for this instrument), Iov is the 
measured intensity of the silicon, and Iov is the measured intensity of the silicon oxide 
overlayer.  The thickness of a monolayer of oxide was taken to be 0.35 nm.10 Negligible 
silicon oxide was detected on the bare methyl-terminated silicon surfaces prior to 
electrochemical oxidation (Figure 6a) and an oxide thickness of approximately 0.75 nm, 
or >2 monolayers of oxide, was observed after exposure of the Si–Me surface (Figure 
6b) to the electrochemical oxidation conditions described in Figure 6.  An oxide 
thickness of approximately 0.15±0.05 nm was detected on the Si–Me/F–Gr surfaces 
prior to electrochemical oxidation (Figure 6c) and an oxide thickness of approximately 
0.17± 0.5 nm, was observed after exposure (Figure 6d) of the Si–Me/F–Gr surface to the 
electrochemical oxidation conditions described in Figure 6. Hence, F–Gr acts as a 
physical barrier to oxide formation, preserving the photoelectrochemical behavior of the 
n-Si-Me/solution interface.  Methylated surfaces were used because, in contrast with n-
Si–H surfaces, the n-Si–Me surface does not easily oxidize in air or form significant 
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oxide upon fabrication of n-Si/F–Gr interfaces, allowing more facile observation of oxide 
growth in the presence of various protective layers, such as F–Gr.  
The photoelectrochemical stability of pristine graphene-coated n-Si electrodes 
and of fluorinated graphene-coated electrodes was compared by collecting J-t data for n-
Si/Gr and n-Si/F–Gr electrodes from four different electrode ‘batches’ (two n-Si/Gr and 
two n-Si/F–Gr batches) in contact with aqueous 50 mM Fe(CN)63-- 350 mM Fe(CN)64- 
under ~33 mW cm-2 of ENH-type W-halogen illumination (Figure 8). These batches of 
electrodes each mutually consisted of 5-6 electrodes in which each electrode was 
fabricated from the same section of a larger sheet of Gr or F–Gr, respectively. However, 
between batches of electrodes, different PMMA/(F–)Gr/Cu stacks or different regions of 
the same stack were used. The n-Si/Gr from the first graphene electrode batch (batch 
Gr_A) exhibited stable current densities for > 1000 s (Figure 8a). Among these 
electrodes fabricated, all five electrodes were photoelectrochemically stable (5/5 stable, 
where stability was defined as having a current density at t=1000 s of at least 60% of the 
current density displayed at t=0 s). This definition was used because some graphene-
Figure 7. Representative J-t data of an n-Si/F–Gr electrode in contact with aqueous 50 
mM Fe(CN)63- - 350 mM Fe(CN)64-  under ~33 mW cm-2 of W-halogen illumination.  
After an initial decay in current density, the current density stabilized at ~8.5 mA cm-2. 
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covered (and F–Gr covered) electrodes displayed an initial decay of current density 
followed by a subsequent stabilization, as seen in Figure 7. This behavior is consistent 
with the hypothesis that any pinholes in the graphene protective coating led to the 
oxidation at the exposed Si surface, but that stability is observed when the exposed Si is 
passivated with SiOx. However, the other batch (batch Gr_C, Figure 8c) yielded only two 
n-Si/Gr electrodes out of six that exhibited stable current densities for > 1000 s (2/6 
stable). The inconsistent behavior in the photoelectrochemical stability imparted by 
pristine graphene coatings on n-Si electrode was observed over many iterations of 
graphene growth and electrode fabrication. Conversely, both batches of F–Gr coated n-
Si electrodes (batch F–Gr_B, Figure 8b and batch F–Gr_D, Figure 8d) yielded n-Si/F–Gr 
electrodes that exhibited stable current densities for > 1000 s (5/5 stable in batch F–
Gr_B and 5/5 stable in batch F–Gr_D). Figure 9 shows the behavior of occasional 
‘champion’ electrodes that could be fabricated from Gr or F–Gr with stability over 
100,000 s. The improved consistency of the photoelectrochemical stability is one of the 
key attributes of the fluorinated graphene-coated n-Si electrodes relative to the routinely 





Figure 8. J-t data for n-Si/Gr and n-Si/F–Gr electrodes from two different Gr growths 
in contact with aqueous 50 mM Fe(CN)63- - 350 mM Fe(CN)64-  under ~33 mW cm-2 
of W-halogen illumination. (A) The n-Si/Gr from the first Gr sheet (growth 1) 
exhibited stable current densities for > 1000 s. (B) Fluorination of Gr from growth 1 
yielded n-Si/F–Gr electrodes that exhibited stable current densities for > 1000 s. (C) 
Another Gr  growth (growth 2) yielded n-Si/Gr electrodes that did not exhibit stable 
current densities for > 1000 s. (D) When Batch 2 was fluorinated, the n-Si/F–Gr 
electrodes exhibited stable current densities for > 1000 s.  
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Fluorinated graphene-coated and pristine graphene-coated n-Si electrodes were 
tested for photoelectrochemical stability under approximately 1 sun conditions (~100 mW 
cm-2 from an ENH-type W-halogen lamp). Figure 10a depicts the photoelectrochemical 
stability over 1000 s for n-Si/Gr and n-Si/F–Gr electrodes in contact with aqueous 50 mM 
Fe(CN)63- - 350 mM Fe(CN)64- under ~100 mW cm-2 of W-halogen illumination. The 
current density of the n-Si/F–Gr electrode was effectively constant over this time period, 
whereas the current density of the n-Si/Gr electrode decayed from ~25 mA cm-2 to less 
than 7 mA cm-2 over the same time period. This behavior supports the hypothesis that 
under these conditions fluorinated graphene provides a superior protective layer relative 
to pristine graphene. Figure 10b further depicts the photoelectrochemical stability under 
Figure 9. J-t data of the ‘champion’ n-Si/F–Gr and n-Si/Gr electrodes in contact 
with aqueous 50 mM Fe(CN)63- - 350 mM Fe(CN)64- under ~33 mW cm-2 of W-
halogen illumination. After both starting at an initial current density of ~10 mA cm-2, 
the n-Si/F–Gr electrode current density decayed to 9.5 mA cm-2 compared to the n-
Si/Gr electrode which decayed to 8 mA cm-2. 
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the same conditions of a F–Gr coated n-Si electrode over 100,000 s. Although the F–Gr 
coated electrode was stable over the same time period (100,000 s) under lower light 
intensity conditions (Figure 3), at near 1 sun conditions the current density of the 




Figure 10. J-t data for n-Si/Gr and n-Si/F–Gr electrodes in contact with aqueous 50 
Mm Fe(CN)63- - 350 mM Fe(CN)64- under ~100 mW cm-2 of W-halogen illumination 






The Raman spectra and optical images of the samples soaked in acidic and 
neutral solutions showed no change after testing (Figure 11-12). The samples tested in 
alkaline solutions showed a marked decrease in defect density of the remaining sections 
of fluorinated graphene, closely mimicking the profile of pristine graphene. Repeated 
tests of fluorinated graphene in 1 M KOH(aq) showed large-scale delamination of the 
fluorinated graphene sheet, as observed in the images before and after exposure to the 
aqueous pH 14 solution. 
 
Figure 11. Stability tests of F–Gr in acidic (1 M HCl), alkaline (1 M KOH), and 
neutral (deionized water) conditions.  An initial Raman of the pristine graphene 
sheets before fluorination and after fluorination showed an increase in the size 
of the defect peak at 1350 cm-1. This defect peak remained unchanged after 1 h 
in acidic or neutral solutions. In contrast, immersion for 1 h in alkaline media 





Figure 12. Optical images of stability tests of F–Gr in acidic (1 M HCl), alkaline (1M 
KOH), and neutral (deioninzed water) conditions.  Arrows indicate points of 
reference for the corresponding before and after images. 
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The chemical stability of the F–Gr to the formation of silicide was also probed. XP 
spectra of Si-Me/F-Gr/Pt and Si-Me/Pt surfaces were obtained to investigate the ability 
of F-Gr to inhibit platinum silicide formation (Figure 13).  Pt was deposited at ~3 nm 
thickness via electron-beam evaporation on both F-Gr covered and bare Si surfaces. 
The 3 nm Pt thickness was chosen to allow for interrogation of the sample surface to a 
depth at which both Si and Pt ware observable by XPS.  Methylated Si surfaces were 
used to inhibit the formation of Si oxide at the Si/Pt interface during sample fabrication, 
because Si oxide of sufficient thickness is also capable of preventing silicide formation.5 
Figure 13a shows the XP spectrum of a pure Pt phase. A thicker Pt layer (20 nm) was 
used to interrogate only the pure Pt phase. Figure 13b shows the Pt 4f XP spectrum of 
CH3-terminated Si with a 3 nm Pt overlayer. The Pt 4f peak shifted to higher binding 
energy, indicative of platinum silicide formation.6 The shoulder of the peak at low binding 
energy is consistent with a pure Pt phase overlayer. Conversely, 3 nm of Pt on F-Gr 
covered silicon showed essentially no change in the Pt 4f binding energy immediately 
after fabrication (Figure 13c or after a 1 h anneal under forming gas at 300 °C (Figure 
13d)). Figure 13e presents an overlay of the spectra in Figure 13a-13d and highlights the 
difference between the Pt 4f peak positions. The data are thus indicative of little or no 





Figure 13. The Pt 4f XP spectra of Pt 
on both F-Gr covered and Si 
surfaces. (A) XP spectrum of a thick 
(20 nm) layer of Pt on Si. This 
spectrum is representative of a pure 
Pt phase. (B) XP spectrum of a 3 nm 
layer of Pt on Si. The Pt 4f peak 
shifted to high binding energy (72.2 
and 75.6 eV), characteristic of 
platinum silicide formation.6 The 
shoulder to lower binding energy is 
attributed to a pure Pt phase.  (C) XP 
spectrum of Si-Me/F-Gr/Pt (3 nm). 
The Pt 4f peak positions (71.0 and 
74.3 eV) are consistent with pure Pt. 
(D) XP spectrum of Si-Me/F-Gr/Pt 
after annealing at 300 °C under 





Figure 14. Electrochemical 
behavior of n-Si/F–Gr and n-Si–
H electrodes with and without Pt 
deposition in aqueous 0.4 M Br2 
– 7.0 M HBr  (pH=0) electrolyte 
under 33 mW cm-2 from an ELH-
type W-halogen lamp). (A) J-E 
behavior of n-Si/F–Gr and n-Si–
H electrodes with and without Pt 
deposition. Each cyclic 
voltammogram was started at 
+0.4 V vs. E(A/A-) and swept 
twice to more negative 
potentials at 50 mV s-1. (B) J-t 
behavior of an n-Si/F–Gr/Pt 
electrode over 45 minutes at 
E=0 V vs. E(A/A-) (C) J-E 
behavior of an n-Si/F–Gr/Pt 
electrode after exposure to 
conditions described in (B). 
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Figure 14 displays the J-E behavior of n-Si–H and n-Si/F–Gr electrodes under 
~33 mW cm-2 illumination intensity in contact with 0.4 M Br2 – 7.0 M HBr  (pH=0), with 
and without electrochemical deposition of 100 mC cm-2 of a Pt catalyst, respectively.  
With the Pt catalyst, the properties of the n-Si/F–Gr/Pt electrode improved to Voc (n-Si/F–
Gr/Pt) = 0.26 V, ff = 0.52, and Jsc = 8.3 mA/cm2 from Voc (n-Si/F–Gr) = 0.22 V, ff = 0.16, 
Jsc = 5.14 mA cm -2. The improved ff can be ascribed to improved catalysis for the Br- to 
Br2 reaction effected by the Pt. The current density of the n-Si–H/Pt electrode under 
illumination decayed precipitously over two potential sweeps, while the n-Si/F–Gr/Pt 
electrode showed a stable ff and photocurrent density under the same conditions. The n-
Si/F–Gr/Pt electrode had an ideal regenerative cell efficiency (IRC) of 3.5% in contact 
with the Br2/HBr (aq) electrolyte.33 The current density at n-Si/F-Gr/Pt electrodes was 
stable over 45 min at E=0 V vs. the Nernstian potential of the solution, E(A/A-) and IRC 
increased to 5% over this time (Figure 15). The improvement in IRC indicates a change 







Figure 15. Current density-potential (J-E) behavior of an n-Si/F-Gr/Pt photoanode 
before, during, and after 2400 s of photoelectrochemical stability testing in contact 
with 0.4M Br2 - 7.0 M HBr (pH=0) aqueous electrolyte. Photoelectrochemical 
stability was measured by observing the J-t behavior at an initial current density of 
10 mA cm-2 over the specified time period (see Figure 14). The behavior of the n-
Si/F-Gr/Pt electrode improved over 2400 s, with improvements in Voc (0.27 V to 
0.37 V), JSC (9.0 mA to 9.5 mA), and ff (0.51 to 0.59), resulting in an increase in the 
ideal regenerative cell conversion efficiency rom 3.5% to >5%.  
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Assuming 100% faradaic yield for charge transfer to platinum during the 
photoelectrochemical deposition of Pt from an aqueous solution of 5 mM K2PtCl4 and 
200 mM LiCl, in conjunction with 2 e- per Pt atom deposited, and a conformal deposition, 
a charge density of -100 mC cm-2 should result in the deposition of a ~50 nm thick of Pt 
layer on the nSi/F–Gr electrodes. SEM images were obtained on n-Si/F–Gr surfaces 
Figure 16. SEM of fluorinated graphene before and after photoelectrochemical 
deposition of Pt metal from an aqueous solution of 5 mM K2PtCl4 and 200 mM LiCl. A) 
SEM image of a fluorinated graphene-covered n-Si surface prior to deposition. B) SEM 
image of a fluorinated graphene-covered n-Si surface after passing 10 mC cm-2 charge 
during deposition. C) SEM image of a fluorinated graphene-covered n-Si surface after 
passing 100 mC cm-2 charge during deposition. 
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before photoelectrochemical deposition and after 10 mC cm-2 or 100 mC cm-2 of cathodic 
charge density was passed during electrodeposition (Figure 16). Figure 16 indicates that 
the Pt deposited stochastically across the F–Gr surface. This deposition stands in 
contrast to previous reports of metal deposition via other methods on graphene, which 
produced preferential metal deposition at grain boundaries. This difference in behavior 
may be due to passivation of highly reactive grain boundary sites by the XeF2 treatment. 
The incomplete electrochemical stability observed in Figure 14 for the n-SiH/Pt electrode 
may be related to imperfect conformal deposition, consistent with the observations of 
Figure 16. 
Discussion 
A key hypothesis of this work is that the fluorination of CVD-grown graphene 
leads to passivation of defect sites present in CVD graphene. Assuming a carbon-
carbon bond length of 0.142 nm and the hexagonal structure of graphene, the area of 
each hexagonal unit in a graphene sheet is 0.052 nm2 and encompasses two carbon 
atoms. Therefore, a 1 cm2 sheet of pristine graphene will include ~ 1x1015 carbon atoms. 
A rigorous evaluation of the density and total number of carbon atoms in a 
polycrystalline graphene sheet is challenging, due to the presence of a variety of defect 
types, including point and line defects, with various geometries, and also due to a 
variable number of defects that may be produced by fabrication of the graphene-covered 
electrode. For simplicity, we consider only the line defects associated with grain 
boundaries. These line defects have a variety of geometries and can be composed of 
alternating 5- and 7- membered carbon rings. Assuming that the density of carbon atoms 
at a line defect and in the defect-free graphene sheet are equivalent, and further that the 
density of carbon atoms in a polycrystalline CVD graphene sheet is equivalent to that in 
a single crystalline graphene sheet, allows calculation of the percentage of total carbon 
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atoms at defect sites in the graphene sheet. The grain size of the graphene used in this 
work is 0.2-5 μm on a side. The grains are generally amorphously shaped, but are 
approximated herein as hexagons for simplicity. Assuming hexagonal grains with side 
length of 0.2 μm (area of 0.10 μm2) implies ~109 grains in a 1 cm2 sheet of graphene, 
and a total length of 8 x 108 μm of grain boundary area. If the width of these boundaries 
is equal to the width of a single hexagonal unit of the graphene lattice (~0.28 nm), and 
assuming that the carbon density is the same as that of a single hexagonal unit, the total 
number of defect carbon atoms at grain boundary line defects is ~1010C atoms per 1 cm2 
area of graphene. Thus (1010 /1015), i.e., 1 defective carbon atom is present for every 105 
pristine carbon atoms in the polycrystalline graphene sheet. This ratio is significantly 
smaller than the ratio of F atoms to C atoms found via XPS analysis (10 > F/C > 0.01). In 
conjunction with the expectation that the defect sites on a graphene sheet are 
significantly more reactive than the pristine carbon sites, this XPS F/C ratio suggests 
that most or all of the defect carbon atoms are capped with fluorine. 
Prior to the stability test, the open-circuit potential (Voc) of the n-Si/F–Gr electrode 
was -0.27 V vs. E(A/A-), approximately 70 mV lower than the reported VOC of -0.34 V vs. 
E(A/A-) for n-Si coated with a single layer of graphene.22 Further, exposure of n-Si/F-Gr 
to a series of non-aqueous electrolytes of varying electrochemical potential showed a 
dependence of Voc on E(A/A-), indicating partial Fermi level pinning of the n-Si surface 
with respect to the solution potential (Table 1). The mutually similar fill factors (ff) the n-
Si/F–Gr electrode and np+-Si/F–Gr electrodes, 0.33 and 0.30, respectively (Figure 3c, 
Figure 4c), indicated similar limiting resistance to charge transfer in both systems. 
Additional tests of the chemical stability demonstrate that F-Gr is also an 
effective barrier against other deleterious surface reactions. F-Gr covered Si surfaces 
did not form platinum silicide upon evaporation of Pt onto the F–Gr/Si surface, and F–Gr 
is stable in both aqueous and acidic (pH 0) solutions, suggesting F–Gr also provides an 
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effective physical barrier to inhibit Pt/Si reactivity and is stable under harsh fabrication 
and electrolyte conditions. Although only lightly fluorinated (CxF, x > 10) graphene was 
used herein, these fluorinated graphene sheets provided superior protection against 
corrosion to the underlying Si relative to the protection imparted by monolayer graphene 
on n-Si(111) photoanodes (Figure 8).22 These results are consistent with the hypothesis 
that light fluorination of graphene induces reaction with high-energy defect sites, such as 
dangling bonds or missing atoms, effectively sealing defects that otherwise would allow 
oxide formation at the n-Si surface and further degradation of the Gr protective layer. 
The bonding of a very electronegative atom to the surface may also increase the 
hydrophobicity of the graphene sheet, which would further reduce deleterious corrosion 
reactions near pinholes.   
Conclusion 
Fluorinated graphene forms an effective physical barrier between silicon surfaces 
and a number of contacting phases, including acidic and neutral pH aqueous electrolyte 
as well as metallic interfaces. Additionally, Si covered by fluorinated graphene exhibits 
partial Fermi level pinning in contact with non-aqueous electrolytes. Additional work at 
higher fluorination levels on both p-type and n-type silicon will elucidate whether a 
reduction in the density of states near the Fermi level can lead to a fully unpinned 
interface, and will allow elucidation of the effect of the graphene-based surface dipole on 
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The effects of 2D materials on semiconductor/liquid junctions 
Covalent functionalization of semiconductor surfaces is a well-explored method 
for shifting band edge positions. However, the process of discovering the chemistry 
needed for such functionalization can be time-consuming and this strategy is not easily 
translated between materials without extensive work to develop new reactions. Recently, 
covering n-type silicon with single layer graphene and its derivative, fluorinated 
graphene, was reported as a portable strategy for protection against oxidation during 
photoanodic operation in aqueous solution. In addition, the open-circuit potential of these 
electrodes was shown to shift in contact with a series of nonaqueous redox couples of 
varying potentials, indicating a lack of Fermi-level pinning despite the Dirac point of 
graphene lying mid-gap to silicon (-4.55 eV vs. vacuum). 
Further understanding the effect of the density of states of a 2D material on an 
interface is key to the successful integration of these materials into devices. Many of the 
extraordinary properties that have made graphene so well studied arise from the 
existence of a Dirac point in the density of states, which also introduces a finite number 
of surface states within the band gap of silicon. These states contribute to the formation 
of a rectifying potential-dependent barrier height in contact with both n-type and p-type 
silicon unlike the potential-independent barrier heights of semiconductor-electrolyte and 
semiconductor-metal interfaces. However, these states, and resulting dependence of 
barrier height on potential, can also attenuate the barrier height of fabricated devices by 
partially pinning the interface. In contrast, hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN), an analogue 
of graphene consisting of an alternating lattice of boron and nitrogen atoms, is primarily 
used as an inert protective layer on 2D material heterostructures. h-BN is known to be a 
good insulator with a bandgap of 5.97 eV. The lack of states within the bandgap of 
silicon make it an excellent endpoint for comparison with graphene, as the bandgaps of 
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most 2D materials fall between the range presented by these two materials (0 eV-5.97 
eV) and the behavior of each at an interface should be significantly different given their 
widely varying properties. 
Here we probe the effect of 2D materials with significantly different distributions 
of density of state by comparing the impact of graphene (Gr) and hexagonal boron 
nitride (h-BN) on the photoelectrochemical performance of p-type silicon. Inserting two-
dimensional (2D) materials at the semiconductor/liquid junction should have an impact 
on junction energetics through the equilibration of the Fermi levels of the semiconductor 
and the 2D material, depending on the density of states of the interstitial 2D material. 
Although single crystals of 2D materials can be obtained through mechanical 
exfoliation of layered materials, these methods do not produce single crystals of a size 
large enough to cover even lab scale (~1 cm2) photoelectrodes. Due to the large area 
needed, chemical vapor deposition grown (CVD) 2D materials are used because large 
(>1 cm2) area samples can easily be produced. However, CVD grown graphene and h-
BN are both polycrystalline materials that inherently contain grain boundaries and 
defects. There is a distinct difference between the electronic structure of the pristine 
material and the defective sites, which [are known to] locally impact the energetics at the 
semiconductor/liquid junction. Both the magnitude of such local differences and their 
influence on macroscale behavior remain as open questions. To address this issue, 
scanning electrochemical cell microscopy (SECCM) is demonstrated here as a tool to 
study junction energetics with submicron spatial resolution. 
SECCM is a scanning probe microscopy technique that utilizes an electrolyte-
filled glass nanopipette as the probe. The counter and reference electrodes of an 
electrochemical cell are housed within this pipette and connected to a potentiostat. 
Using a micropositioner, the opening of the pipette is brought close to a surface 
operating as the working electrode until a nanoscale liquid junction is formed between 
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the pipette and the surface, completing the circuit for the electrochemical cell. The probe 
is then operated as an electrochemical cell with a working electrode area defined by the 
size of the liquid junction. SECCM allows standard electrochemical techniques to be 
performed with a high degree of spatial resolution, and has previously been used in PEC 
systems to measure resolve photocurrents on heterogeneous surfaces. Beyond enabling 
spatially resolved electrochemistry, the small surface area of the working electrode in 
contact with electrolyte makes SECCM ideal for samples that readily degrade or change 
structure under electrochemical operation, as a location can be tested without affecting 
the remainder of the sample. Demonstrating the utility of SECCM as a general technique 
for evaluation of PEC behavior on silicon, a readily available, stable, and well-
characterized material, will set the stage for studying materials where the features of 
SECCM are necessary. 
Here we compare the photoelectrochemical behavior of graphene and h-BN 
covered p-Si photoelectrodes to H-terminated Si (111) surfaces using both macro- and 
nano-scale photoelectrochemical measurements. We show that h-BN covered 
electrodes do not exhibit strong evidence of Fermi level pinning while the graphene 
exhibits evidence of partial Fermi level pinning. Both graphene and h-BN shift the flat 
band potential of the p-Si to negative potentials relative to the bare surface, resulting in 
lower open circuit voltages (VOC) for these photoelectrodes in contact with a series of 
redox couples in solution. Additionally, we show that nanoscale SECCM measurements 
of VOC correlate well to macroscale observations and replicate observed trends. Finally, 
we establish the ability of SECCM to elucidate local variability of VOC to demonstrate its 
future applicability as a technique for imaging semiconductor/liquid junction energetics 






Acetonitrile (Dri-Solv, 99.9%) was purchased from Fisher Scientific and used as 
received. Lithium perchlorate (LiClO4, 99.99%, battery grade) was purchased from 
Sigma Aldrich and used as received.  
Ferrocene (Fc), dimethylferrocene (DiMeFc), nickelocene (Nc), 
decamethylferrocene (DeMeFc), and cobaltocene (Cc) were all purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich and and purified by sublimation prior to use. Cobaltocenium 
hexafluorophosphate (Sigma-Aldrich, 98%) was recrystallized from ethanol prior to use.  
Methyl viologen hexafluorophosphate (MV(PF6)2) was prepared by metathesis of 
methyl viologen dichloride (Sigma-Aldrich, 98%) with ammonium hexfluorophosphate 
(Sigma-Aldrich, 99.98%) in water and recrystallized from ethanol prior to use.  
Following purification or purchase, all chemicals were stored in a N2-filled flush 
box for storage. Electrolyte solutions were prepared in the flush box using MeCN with 
0.5 M LiClO4 as supporting electrolyte. Except for DecaMeFc and MV, which had limited 
solubility, all of the redox couples were prepared at initial concentrations of ~10 mM.  
Bulk electrolysis was used to generate the reduced form of MV, as well as all the 
oxidized forms of the metallocenes except Cc. 
Improved buffered HF (BHF, Transene) was used to etch any native oxide on the 
p-Si wafer pieces immediately before coating with graphene or hexagonal boron nitride. 
BHF was also used to clean bare p-Si electrodes immediately before electrochemical 
testing of the bulk properties. 
CVD-grown monolayer graphene on Cu (Cu/Gr) was purchased from Advanced 
Chemical Supplier Materials (Medford, MA). Grains of graphene from this source are 
known to be around 50 μm in diameter as reported by the manufacturer. Monolayer 
hexagonal boron nitride grown by chemical vapor deposition on copper (Cu/h-BN) was 
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purchased from Graphene Supermarket. Grains of h-BN from this source are known to 
be approximately 5 μm in diameter as reported by the manufacturer. 
For electrochemical measurements, double-side polished, boron-doped, p-type 
Si(111) wafers (0.3 Ω cm resistivity, NA = 7 × 1016 cm–3) were obtained from Addison 
Engineering, Inc. 
Electrode fabrication 
Ohmic back contact to the back side for all the p-type silicon wafers used in this 
study were formed by evaporation of 100nm of gold (Labline Electron Beam Evaporator, 
Kurt J. Lesker) followed by an anneal at 350°C under forming gas (H2(g):N2(g) v:v 5:95). 
Wafer pieces used in SECCM studies were also lithographically patterned with registry 
marks to track the location of the electrochemical measurements and ensure that data 
were collected on intact portions of the 2D material monolayer. 
Since the hexagonal boron nitride used in this study was grown on copper as the 
graphene was, electrodes for both were made analogously. The methods for the 
graphene electrodes are detailed here. To make the coated electrodes, a strip of copper 
covered by monolayer graphene (Cu/Gr) was coated with a supporting polymer layer of 
495K A4 polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA, MicroChem) at 3000 rpm for 60 s. The 
resulting stack (Cu/Gr/PMMA) was then cured for 5 minutes at 120°C. Smaller pieces 
matching the desired size of the fabricated electrodes were cut and etched in a FeCl3 
etch solution (Copper etch, Transene) until the copper was gone by visual inspection, 
approximately 1.5h. This copper-free piece (Gr/PMMA) was transferred to a ≥18MΩ-cm 
resistivity water bath for 1h before transfer to a second clean water bath were it was left 
for 12h. After transfer to a final fresh water bath, the stack was pulled onto a p-Si wafer 
piece that had been etched with improved buffered HF (Transene), dried thoroughly 
using a gentle stream of nitrogen, and heated to 80°C for 10 minutes to allow the PMMA 
layer to reflow. The substrate was then rinsed in acetone for 10 minutes before being 
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annealed for 2h at 350°C in a reducing atmosphere (H2(g):Ar(g) v:v 5:95) to remove any 
residual PMMA from the transfer process. 
The p-Si/Gr stack was attached to a Cu wire using Ga-In eutectic alloy and high 
purity silver paint (SPI Supplies, West Chester, Pennsylvania). The back of the electrode 
was covered with a layer of clear nail polish to prevent any leakage of the Ga-In eutectic. 
Then the sample was sealed to a Pyrex tube with a layer of Loctite 9460 Hysol epoxy 
and allowed to cure overnight. The area of the resulting electrode was measured using 
ImageJ to analyze optical images of each electrode. 
For the macroscale measurements, a set of control electrodes (p-SiOx) were 
made analogously to the p-Si/Gr and p-Si/h-BN electrodes described above. In brief, a 
layer of PMMA was spun onto bare copper foil to generate a PMMA/Cu stack. This stack 
was processed identically to the PMMA/Gr/Cu stacks to yield p-Si-H with no 2D 
overlayer. The samples will be referred to as p-SiOx or blank electrodes as the 
processing and annealing steps generated a small amount of silicon oxide on the 
surface, in contrast with the p-Si-H electrodes, which were etched with improved 
buffered HF immediately prior to testing to completely remove any oxide. 
SECCM samples were made analogously to the bulk process above with the Gr 
and h-BN samples transferred to the same p-Si wafer chip to ensure uniformity between 
the two materials. After annealing, the sample was attached through the back contact to 
a custom SECCM stage for analysis. 
Hall samples were prepared by transferring graphene using the methods detailed 
above to p-Si with a 300 nm thermal oxide. Gold top contacts were deposited by e-beam 
evaporation with a thin titanium adhesion layer. 
Electrochemical Methods 
Bulk electrolysis was performed in a four-neck round bottom flask inside a N2 
flush box with <3 ppm O2. The working and counter electrodes were Pt meshes, while 
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the reference electrode was a Pt-polypyrrole reference electrode prepared in a 0.5 M 
LiClO4-MeCN solution. The reference and counter electrodes were each contained in 
separate compartments constructed from borosilicate tubing with a Vycor porous glass 
frit attached to the end with Teflon heat-shrink tubing. Each compartment was filled with 
0.5 M LiClO4-MeCN solution. Progress of the bulk electrolysis was monitored by cyclic 
voltammetry using a 12.5 µm radius Au ultramicroelectrode.  
All macroscale measurements were performed inside an Ar drybox with <0.5 ppm O2 
using a SP-200 Biologic potentiostat. The reference electrode was a platinum wire 
coated with a layer of polypyrrole (Pt-PPy), deposited from a 10 mM solution of pyrrole in 
0.5 M LiClO4-MeCN following established procedures.1 The reference was remade for 
testing with each redox couple and consistently produced a stable potential around +0.2 
V vs. Ag/AgCl. Cyclic voltammograms on p-Si–H, pSiOx, p-Si/Gr, and p-Si/h-BN using 
each redox couple were recorded at 50 mV/s scan rate under illumination and in the 
dark. Open circuit potential was measured multiple times for each electrode, although 
the duration of the measurements were adjusted for different redox couples and 
locations to allow enough time for VOC to stabilize. 
Pipettes for SECCM were prepared using a Sutter Instruments P-2000 laser 
puller. Quartz theta capillaries (1.2 mm O.D., 0.9 mm I.D, Sutter Instruments) were first 
cleaned with acetone and methanol, then pulled to create pipettes with openings from 
50-500 nm radius. The pipettes were then silanized with chlorotrimethylsilane to create a 
hydrophobic surface. Pipettes were filled with electrolyte solutions using a glass syringe 
and a stainless steel needle.  
All SECCM measurements were performed using a CHI 920D inside a N2 flush 
box with < 3 ppm O2. The counter and reference electrodes were 0.2 mm Pt wires, each 
on opposite sides of the theta pipette, and the p-Si photoelectrode was the working 
electrode. Prior to approaching the surface, pipettes were positioned within 20 microns 
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of the surface using an endoscope. The substrate was then biased positive with respect 
to the reference electrode as pipettes were brought towards the surface. Movement 
automatically stopped when the potentiostat detected the current spike that occurred 
when a liquid junction formed. Illumination for photoelectrochemical SECCM 
experiments was provided at a 45° angle by fiber optic attached to an ELH lamp inside 
the flush box that gave a measured illumination intensity equivalent to 1 sun. As in the 
macroscale measurements, cyclic voltammograms at each location using each redox 
couple were recorded at 50 mV/s scan rate under illumination and in the dark. Open 
circuit potential measurement times were adjusted for different redox couples and 
locations to allow enough time for VOC to stabilize. 
Instruments 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic (XPS) data were collected at 1E-9 Torr using 
a Kratos AXIS Ultra DLD with a magnetic immersion lens that consisted of a spherical 
mirror and concentric hemispherical analyzers with a delay-line detector (DLD). An Al Kα 
(1.486 KeV) monochromatic source was used for X-ray excitation. Ejected electrons 
were collected at a 90° angle from the horizontal. The CASA XPS software package v 
2.3.16 was used to analyze the collected data. 
Carrier mobilities were obtained using an H-50 MMR Hall Measurement System. 
Raman spectra were collected with a Renishaw Raman microscope at λ=532 nm 
through an objective with numerical aperture=0.75. The laser power was ~3 mW. UV/Vis 
transmission spectra were collected with a Cary 5000 absorption spectrometer equipped 
with an external DRA 1800 attachment. The data were automatically zero/baseline 






The graphene and hexagonal boron nitride used in this study were fully 
characterized using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, and UV/vis 
spectroscopy. In addition, measurements of the Hall mobility of graphene were collected 
for four different devices, yielding an average value of 968 cm2/V*s as expected for 
monolayer polycrystalline graphene. 
Figure 1 shows the X-ray photoelectron spectra for typical p-Si/Gr and p-Si/h-BN 
samples after anneal under forming gas. Figure Xa-b displays the N 1s and B 1s regions 
of an h-BN sample with single peaks at 398.3 eV and 190.6 eV respectively, yielding a 
1:1 ratio of B:N from the area after adjusting for elemental relative sensitivity factors. The 
C 1s region of a p-Si/Gr sample in Figure Xc has three peaks at 284.4 eV, 285.0 eV, and 
286.1 eV, assigned to the sp2 carbon bonds of graphene and the residual C-C and C-O 
bonds of the PMMA transfer support respectively. 
Figure 2 shows the x-ray photoelectron spectra of the Si 2p region for a typical p-
Si/Gr and p-Si/h-BN samples from this work. The peaks at 99.2 and 99.8 eV are 
assigned to the Si 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 peaks respectively. The peak at 102.5 eV is attributed 
Figure 1. X-ray photoelectron spectra of A) the N 1s and B) the B 1s region of a typical p-
Si/h-BN sample and C) the C 1s region of a typical p-Si/Gr sample. 
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to the formation of oxide on the surface. Indeed, a small amount of oxide is expected 
from the fabrication process, due to the brief exposure of the surface to water during the 
transfer process. The thickness of this oxide was quantified using a simple substrate-
overlayer model 








where λov is the attenuation factor through the oxide overlayer (2.6 nm), θ is the angle 
from the surface to the detector, 𝐼𝑆𝑖
𝑜 𝐼𝑜𝑣
𝑜⁄  is the instrument normalization factor expected 
from uncontaminated Si and SiO2 samples, which was taken as 1.3 for this instrument, 
𝐼𝑜𝑣 is the measured intensity of the silicon oxide peak found around 103 eV, and 𝐼𝑆𝑖 is 
the measured intensity of the silicon. 2,3 Using this equation, an oxide of approximately 
0.22 nm was detected on the p-Si/Gr electrodes and an oxide of approximately 0.23 nm 
was detected on the p-Si/h-BN electrodes. As a monolayer of oxide is about 0.35 nm 
Figure 2.  X-ray photoelectron spectra of p-Si surfaces. (A) The Si 2p region of a p-
Si/Gr electrode after fabrication. (B) The Si 2p region of a p-Si/h-BN electrode after 
fabrication. The peaks at 99.2 and 99.8 eV are assigned to the Si 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 
peaks respectively, while small peak at 102.5 eV is attributed the oxide formed 
during the fabrication process. 
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thick,3 the average electrode tested in this work had less than a monolayer of oxide 
growth after the fabrication process. 
  The effect of the fabrication process on each sample was also followed by 
ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) to understand the band positions of each 
type of sample. Figure 3 shows the normalized UP spectra of annealed p-Si-Gr and p-
Si/h-BN samples. The secondary electron cutoff (SEC) of both shifted equally from the 
SEC of the annealed p-Si-H sample. The work function (WF) of each sample was 
calculated by extrapolating the slope of the SEC to its intercept with the x-axis and 
subtracting that value from the excitation energy of He I (21.21 eV). The data before and 
after annealing are shown in Table 1. The magnitude of the work function for p-Si-H is 
attenuated from the value calculated from the dopant density (NA=7x1016 cm-3, WF=5.02 
eV, EVBMB=0.14 eV) but is consistent with the band-bending and dipole expected on this 
surface.4 The increase in the work function of p-Si/h-BN is attributed to the formation of 
oxide during annealing by water trapped at the p-Si/h-BN interface during transfer, 
attenuating the surface dipole. 
  
Figure 3. Ultraviolet photoelectron spectra of annealed p-Si-H, p-Si/Gr and p-Si/h-BN 
samples, corrected with reference to a sputter-cleaned Au sample. 
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Table 1. Secondary electron cutoff, dipole, and work function of samples 
Sample 
 
Before anneal  After anneal 
 
SEC EVBMS δ WFS  SEC EVBMS δ WFS 
 
eV eV eV eV  eV eV eV eV 
p-Si–H 
 
16.82 0.59 -0.19 4.39  16.93 0.53 -0.36 4.28 
p-SiOx 
 
16.43 0.29 -0.09 4.78  16.50 0.30 -0.16 4.71 
p-Si/Gr 
 




16.58 0.53 -0.08 4.63  16.57 0.49 -0.04 4.64 
 
Figure 4 displays the typical Raman spectrum for Gr and h-BN respectively along 
with contour plots of the surfaces. The Raman spectrum of Gr displays three peaks at 
1595 cm-1, 2464 cm-1, and 2691 cm-1, arising from the E2g and A1g modes of the lattice.5 
The primary peaks at 1595 cm-1 and 2691 cm-1 are known as the G and 2D peaks 
respectively. The ratio of these peaks (IG/I2D) is used to understand the integrity of 
graphene with intact graphene having a ratio of 0.4 to 0.6. In contrast, the Raman 
spectrum of h-BN has a single peak at 1367 cm-1 and so contour plots can only show the 
relative intensity of different spots on a sheet of h-BN.6 Each contour plot exceeds the 
size expected for a single grain of Gr or h-BN, given an average diameter of 50 μm and 
5 μm respectively. The scale for each plot is set so that regions with no intensity should 
be bright blue to differentiate between regions of variable and no intensity. For the 
graphene contour plot, 95% of values for the ratio of the G to 2D peak are found above 
0.4 as expected for monolayer Gr. The dark spots on the plot correspond to a decreased 
ratio of these two peaks but not to a concomitant increase in the D peak at 1350 cm-1, 
which would indicate defects in the sheet.7 As only a single peak is present in a Raman 
spectrum of h-BN, the contour plot of h-BN displays peak intensity at each point. While 




Figure 4. Raman spectra of Gr and h-BN on 300 nm SiO2. (A) A typical Raman 
spectrum for a Gr sample with two main peaks at 1595 cm-1 (G) and 2691 cm-1 (2D). (B) 
Contour plot of the ratio of the 2D to G peak intensities for a typical monolayer Gr 
sample from a Raman map. (C) A typical Raman spectrum for an h-BN sample with a 
single peak at 1367 cm-1. (D) Contour plot of the peak intensity for a typical monolayer 
h-BN sample from a Raman map. While intensity varies across the sample, the data 
indicates that the 1370 cm-1 peak is present in each spectra. Both contour plots display 
data for a 75x75 μm region on the sample, which should exceed the size of single grain 
on either 2D material. For each plot, bright blue is used for an intensity of zero to 




Figure 5 displays the UV/vis spectra for Gr and h-BN on quartz. h-BN shows 
almost absorption across the visible light region (400-700 nm), while Gr absorbs 2.7% of 
light in the same region. The optical bandgap of h-BN was determined to be 6.07 eV 
from extrapolation of the linear region of the Tauc plot to an intercept with the x-axis, 
which is within the typical bounds for the polycrystalline material.8 The same plot for the 
graphene shows no such sharp increase indicative of the presence of a bandgap. 
  
Figure 5. UV/Vis spectra for (A) Gr and h-BN samples on quartz slides and (B) the 




Figure 6 compares the representative macroscale (A-B )and SECCM (C-D) 
behavior of current with respect to potential for p-Si, p-Si/Gr, and p-Si/h-BN electrodes in 
the dark and under 100 mW cm-2 ELH-s illumination in 0.5 M LiClO4-MeCN solutions 
containing either Fc or Cc. Additional samples referred to as p-SiOx, or “blank” 
electrodes, in reference to the small amount of oxide grown on the surface during 
fabrication (see Methods for more detail), are also included in the macroscale 
measurements to show the behavior of the Si wafer when it was subjected to the same 
processing steps as the p-Si/Gr and p-Si/h-BN electrodes without actually transferring a 
2D overlayer to the surface. For macroscale electrodes (Figure 6A, C), the bare p-Si-H 
and p-SiOx electrodes exhibited rectifying behavior toward both redox couples, as 
indicated by cathodic photocurrent under reverse bias. In Fc, p-Si/h-BN electrodes 
exhibit minimal rectification under illumination, but still have a significant current under 
reserve bias in the dark. In Cc, these electrodes show strong rectification with only 
minimal dark current and a large photocurrent. In contrast, the p-Si/Gr samples exhibit 
ohmic behavior in the Fc solution and moderately rectifying behavior in the Cc solution, 
as shown by the rapid increase in currents under forward bias for both of these sample 
types in the dark. Similar behavior for all samples was observed by SECCM (Figure 6B, 
D). While the macroscale measurements are shown as current density versus potential, 
the same metric is not used for the SECCM measurements due to effect of pipette tip 
size on resulting current density. Thus, the SECCM data is graphed as a ratio of the 






Figure 6. Photocurrent density-potential (J-V) performance of p-Si electrodes in contact with 
cobaltocene (A, C) and ferrocene (B, D) in CH3CN–0.5 M LiClO4 under 100 mW cm-2 ELH 
illumination. The dashed lines show scans of the same electrodes without illumination. In 
both sets of data, the fill factor of p-Si/h-BN electrode is significantly worse than either the p-
Si-H or p-SiOx, while the p-Si/Gr electrode display little to no shift upon illumination as 
expected in Cc and Fc for a weakly rectifying or ohmic contact respectively with solution. 
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Figure 7 shows the dependence of VOC on the effective solution potential for p-
Si–H, p-Si/Gr, and p-Si/h-BN in contact with 1.0 M LiClO4−CH3CN under 100 mW cm-2 
ELH-type illumination. Each point represents an average of at least 5 electrodes with 
standard deviations represented by the error bars. Since the effective potential of Fc and 
DiMeFc were very close, only data for Fc is shown in Figure 7 for clarity. The VOC data 
for DiMeFc can be found in Table 2. In both the macroscale and SECCM 
measurements, the p-Si–H, pSiOx, and p-Si/h-BN samples show two distinct trends: 
regions at relatively positive or negative Eeff(A/A-) where VOC is fixed with respect to E-
eff(A/A-) and a second region where VOC scales approximately linearly with VOC. The 
slopes of VOC with respect to effective potential is lower than reported previously, but the 
maximum ΔVOC of 470±57 mV for p-Si–H is comparable with the previously reported 
value of 523±42 mV.9 The p-Si–H samples in this work display a slope around 0.50 while 
the p-SiOx and p-Si/h-BN samples both have a slope around 0.35. The p-Si/Gr samples 
display the least change in VOC across the full range of redox couples, shifting only in 
couples with sufficiently negative Eeff(A/A-) with a slope around 0.10. This is true for both 
the macroscale and SECCM measurements. The maximum ΔVOC for p-Si–H by SECCM 
is 342±18 mV, which is closer to 401±33 mV, the maximum ΔVOC value for the 
macroscale p-SiOx measurements. As the p-Si—H, p-Si/Gr, and p-Si/h-BN 
measurements were all taken on the same wafer chip to ensure uniformity in sample 
preparation, it was not possible to etch the p-Si–H surface immediately before testing, 
leaving a small amount of oxide on the surface, similar to the preparation of the p-SiOx 
electrodes described previously. Experimental conditions and all VOC data for the 







Figure 7. Comparison of open-circuit potential of p-Si–H, p-SiOx, p-Si/Gr, and p-Si/h-BN 
electrodes versus the effective potential of various redox couples for macroscale 
electrodes (upper) and by SECCM (lower). Three regions have been identified for all 
samples. These regions are highlighted with lines meant to guide the eye. 
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VOC (V) from macroscale electrodes 
 
VOC (V) from SECCM electrode 
 













5.7 0.4 -0.963 0.505(53) 0.403(33) 0.078(49) 0.427(50) 
 
0.329(35) -b 0.257(32) 
cobaltocene+/0 
Cp2Co+/0 16.6 0.4 -0.816 0.511(48) 0.391(25) 0.077(27) 0.320(31) 
 




2.0 0.1 -0.453 0.390(76) 0.185(26) 0.011(3) 0.157(13) 
 
0.285(23) 0.021(18) 0.216(11) 
nickelocene+/0 
Cp2Ni+/0 0.5 2 -0.214 0.252(19) 0.133(9) 0.006(3) 0.018(6) 
 




1.3 0.2 0.065 0.183(11) 0.040(14) 0.003(1) 0.005(3) 
 




10.6 2.4 0.167 0.087(48) 0.005(3) 0 0 
 




12.9 0.7 0.171 0.034(20) 0.002(1) 0 0.003(5) 
 
0.018(14) 0.026(5) 0.002(10) 
a Each value of VOC represents measurements from at least six photoelectrodes on the macroscale and at least three spots by SECCM. Standard 
deviations are given in parentheses, where appropriate. 





 Figure 8 shows line scans of VOC by SECCM for p-Si/Gr and p-Si/h-BN in contact 
with Cc, Nc, and DiMeFc. These measurements were taken in consecutive 10 μm steps, 
although each scan with a different redox couple was collected on a separate region of 
the sample in order to avoid cross contamination of the redox species. For p-Si/Gr, the 
measurements for Nc and DiMeFc are very similar and show little spatial variation 
across the measured region. The VOC values for pSi/Gr in contact with Cc are distinctly 
higher but also show relatively little spatial variation. The VOC of p-Si/h-BN sample in 
contact with the same redox couples shifts over a much wider range of potentials. For 
both samples, the VOC does not vary significantly across the surface, despite the 
presence of grain boundaries in the polycrystalline material. The measurements of VOC 




Figure 8. SECCM line scan of VOC in 10 μm steps on Gr (upper) and h-BN (lower) in 
contact with Cc, Nc, and DiMeFc. Each value is the average of six measurements at the 





During macroscale testing, six replicate photoelectrodes were tested for each 
redox couple. Each photoelectrode was used to measure VOC against a single redox 
couple to avoid testing samples that may have degraded through use. Specifically, this 
procedure guards against using samples where graphene has delaminated from the Si 
surface due to capillary forces produced as the electrolyte solvent dries while cleaning 
and moving a single sample between different solutions. Because of this precaution, the 
VOC has not been tested against the full range of redox couples for any single electrode. 
Due to the small spot size of SECCM, the full complement of redox couples could be 
measured on a single 1 cm2 sample containing bare regions and regions covered 
separately by Gr and h-BN, thereby allowing their distinct behaviors to be elucidated.  
As shown in Figure 6, measurements of VOC by SECCM generally show excellent 
agreement with their macroscale counterparts with few exceptions. The values for VOC of 
p-Si–H at the macroscale are consistently higher than those observed by SECCM. The 
values of VOC for p-Si–H by SECCM are much closer to the values of VOC for the 
macroscale p-SiOx electrodes. This similarity follows from the data in Figure 4, which 
shows that the same thickness of oxide was generated at the surface of the p-SiOx 
electrodes as the p-Si/Gr and p-Si/h-BN electrodes during fabrication. Thus, the bare 
region of the single electrode used for SECCM is more similar to the silicon surface 
under Gr or h-BN than to a freshly etched p-Si–H electrode. The oxide then accounts for 
a decrease in observed VOC of approximately 100 mV. 
Additionally, select measurements, such as the VOC of p-Si/h-BN in contact with 
Nc0/+, were lower in the macroscale measurements than in the SECCM. However, these 
differences are predominantly observed for the less stable redox couples (i.e. 
DecaMeCc, Nc). The slope in VOC for p-Si–H, p-SiOx and p-Si/h-BN are identical within 
error for the macroscale and SECCM measurements, demonstrating the observed 
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trends remain the same across the macro and nanoscale, despite minor discrepancies. 
Hence, measurements against redox couples spanning a large range of potentials are 
necessary to fully understand the trend in VOC on a photoelectrode using these 
techniques. 
A comparison of the cyclic voltammetry (Figure 7) shows identical shapes 
between macroscale and SECCM measurements for these samples, but reveals 
different behavior between the types of sample. The p-Si–H is strongly rectifying in 
contact with cobaltocene and has a high value of VOC upon illumination. While the p-Si/h-
BN is also rectifying, the shape of the curve under illumination shows much more 
resistive behavior than that of the p-Si–H. In fact, the light limiting current was not 
reached until the potential was pushed further negative of the window shown. The p-
Si/Gr interface was shown to be weakly rectifying to cobaltocene and shows very little 
difference in behavior in the dark or under illumination, indicating that it forms a poor 
interface for charge separation as fabricated. In contact with Fc, all samples are ohmic 
and display similar shapes to the voltammetry against Cc. 
The differences in the values for VOC in the p-Si/Gr and p-Si/h-BN samples could 
be attributed to the presence of oxide at the surface, increased surface recombination 
due to the surface oxide or defects in the 2D material overlayer, and the relative density 
of states of each overlayer. The effect of the oxide on VOC has already been discussed 
and ∆VOC was calculated to be about 100 mV as compared to the VOC from the pristine 
p-Si-H surface. However, this does not account for the additional 200-300 mV difference 
observed between the p-SiOx and p-Si/2D overlayer electrodes. The similarity in slopes 
for the p-SiOx and p-Si/h-BN electrodes suggests that alterations to the expected VOC, 
the value for p-Si–H at the same potential, can be treated as linear decreases in the 
overall performance of the p-Si/h-BN electrodes. The difference between the p-Si/h-BN 
and p-SiOx samples was consistently 65 mV for both the macroscale and SECCM 
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measurements. In contrast, the p-Si/Gr electrodes have very different behavior over the 
same range of effective potentials, suggesting that a different mechanism is at work to 
explain the drastic decrease in VOC observed for these samples. 
The samples fabricated in this work used polycrystalline, CVD-grown sheets of 
monolayer 2D material, which is known to contribute to defects on the surface of a 2D 
material and provide sites for increased surface recombination.10,11 A comparison of the 
surface recombination velocity (SRV) of these samples shows that p-SiOx samples have 
a slightly lower SRV (3025 cm s-1) than the p-Si/Gr (4064 cm s-1) and p-Si/h-BN samples 
(3905 cm s-1) by a factor of 0.33. The difference between the SRV for p-SiOx and p-
Si/2D overlayer could be attributed to the additional recombination sites provided by the 
defects in the polycrystalline 2D material overlayer; however, while the polycrystallinity of 
the Gr and h-BN used in this work would contribute to the smaller range of tunable VOC 
when compared to p-Si–H or p-SiOx, it would not account for the differences between 
the p-Si/Gr and p-Si/h-BN samples. In particular, the grains of the h-BN used in this 
work, and thus the number of atoms involved in bonding at a grain boundary, were 
smaller than those in the Gr by an order of magnitude. If the crystallinity were the sole 
factor in limiting the range of potentials at the interface, p-Si/h-BN would be predicted to 
have lower values of VOC than p-Si/Gr. Since the reverse behavior is observed, the 
difference in the samples cannot be attributed to the different grain sizes. 
As the surface oxide, increase in recombination, and polycrystalline nature of the 
2D overlayer only partially account for the difference between p-Si–H and p-Si/Gr or p-
Si/h-BN, the properties of the 2D material and interaction with the surface must also 
contribute significantly to the observed differences. The crystal structure and lattice 
constants for Gr and h-BN are nearly identical and differ most prominently in the size of 
bandgap. With a limited density of states near its Fermi level, which is positioned mid-
gap to silicon, graphene is more likely to be pinned at the interface than h-BN, which has 
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no states mid-gap or near the conduction or valence band of silicon. This difference 
between Gr and h-BN is reflected in the values for δ calculated from the XPS data. Both 
p-Si–H and p-Si/h-BN electrodes after anneal have negative surface dipoles, which 
contribute beneficially to VOC, although p-Si/h-BN has a significantly smaller surface 
dipole than p-Si–H.  In contrast, the p-Si/Gr electrodes have a positive surface dipole, 
which lowers the resulting VOC. The original dipole of the p-Si/Gr surface suggests that 
before the annealing step the p-Si/Gr should have a VOC closer to the values seen on the 
annealed p-Si/h-BN surface. Similarly, the unannealed p-Si/h-BN samples should have 
values of VOC close to a freshly etched p-Si–H. Thus, the changes to the surface 
because of annealing, including removal of polymer residue and growth of the interfacial 
oxide, affect both p-Si/h-BN and p-Si/Gr interfaces, but are more detrimental to the p-
Si/Gr interface due to the reversal of the surface dipole. 
Conclusion 
 This work demonstrates that the macroscale behavior of photoelectrodes can be 
reliably reproduced on the nanoscale by SECCM. Additionally, the VOC values for p-Si/h-
BN and p-Si/Gr demonstrate that the performance of these interfaces is dependent 
primarily on the position of the Fermi level and density of states relative to band edges of 
the chosen semiconductor as well as fabrication techniques. 
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Integration of graphene into a strain-based chemiresistive sensor 
While covalent functionalization has become an ubiquitous method to control the 
physical, optical, and electrical properties of graphene, the inhomogeneity of the 
distribution of functional groups across the basal plane has stymied the integration of 
functionalized graphene into commercial devices, which typically require a high degree 
of fidelity for successful scale-up. Existing methods for covalent functionalization rely on 
the formation of widespread defects in the pristine graphene basal plane before the 
attachment of functional groups to the surface, degrading the final quality of the lattice. 
Thus, researchers have developed new graphene-polymer composites to introduce new 
functionalities to graphene without destroying the lattice. Polymer composites have the 
advantage of better reproducibility and strength than either the polymer or graphene 
alone. These composites have been used successfully in a number of sensor devices, 
but still rely on integration with oxidized graphene flakes instead of pristine graphene 
due to the lack of known methods for maintaining the lattice. 
Graphene strain sensors are a well-developed area of study but have rarely been 
used as chemiresistors, in part because the graphene in these sensors is typically 
integrated with a polymer that does not readily respond to the presence of a vapor (i.e. 
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)). However, strain-based graphene devices, which rely on 
changes to the resistance of graphene at the surface through increased electron 
localization, have recently been introduced as a method for the controlled reaction of 
various molecules with the surface of graphene without permanently damaging the 
lattice through oxidation. This strain-based approach to altering reactivity is possible, 
because the graphene lattice can undergo substantial deformation without breaking.1 
When the lattice of graphene is deformed through the application of compressive or 
tensile strain, the bond lengths with the lattice change based on the direction of the 
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strain. Tensile strain is of particular interest as it is easier to access experimentally, since 
current techniques for inducing compressive strain in graphene typically result in 
permanent wrinkles with no long range order.2–4 Current transfer methods typically 
introduce measurable amounts of strain to the lattice. Transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) experiments have shown that even pristine graphene suspended away from a 
substrate contains some number of ripples a few nanometers in height.2 
In this chapter, a sensor substrate was developed to support graphene as a 
partially suspended layer above the surface. By suspending the graphene, material is 
allowed to expand and contract in response to the movement of a polymer overlayer. In 
this way, the sensor can access both the sensitivity of the graphene and the specific 




 CVD-grown monolayer graphene on Cu (Cu/Gr) was purchased from Advanced 
Chemical Supplier Materials (Medford, MA). Grains of graphene from this source are 
known to be around 50 μm in diameter as reported by the manufacturer. Poly(ethylene-
co-vinyl acetate) (PEVA, vinyl acetate 18 wt. %) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. 
Black Pearls 2000 carbon black (Cabot Co.) were used in the control solutions. All 
solvents were purchased reagent grade from VWR and used without further purification 
to generate the vapors tested herein. 
Sensor Fabrication 
 The textured sensor substrates were prepared in a Class 100 cleanroom. Glass 
slides were first cleaned with acetone and isopropanol before baking at 170°C to remove 
any residual solvent. Microposit S1813 photoresist (MicroChem) was spun onto the 
cleaned slide at 500 rpm for 30 s and 4000 rpm for another 60 s followed by a 10 s 
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exposure to a 425 nm lamp in a contact mask aligner (Suss MicroTech MA6/BA6) 
through the appropriate mask. The pattern was developed in MF-319 developer 
(MicroChem) for 90 s. Columns of different heights were grown on the patterned slide by 
depositing 50 to 300 nm of silicon dioxide with an e-beam evaporator (CHA Industries 
Mark 40). Lift-off was completed by sonicating the slides at 60°C in Remover PG 
(MicroChem) for 45 minutes. Contacts were formed by sequentially evaporating 5 nm of 
Ti, followed by 45 nm of Au, onto masked glass slides. This process produced two 
metallic electrodes that were separated by a 0.3 cm gap. 
 Solutions of 4 wt. % PEVA in toluene were sonicated for 2-4 h until the PEVA 
was well dispersed. To make the coated sensors, a strip of copper covered by 
monolayer graphene (Cu/Gr) was coated with a supporting layer of PEVA at the selected 
speed (1000-8000 rpm) for 60 s. The resulting stack (Cu/Gr/PEVA) was then cured for 1 
minute at 150°C. Smaller pieces approximately 1 cm x 3 mm (active area ~0.1-0.2 cm2) 
were cut and etched in a FeCl3 etch solution (Copper etch, Transene) until the copper 
was gone by visual inspection, approximately 1.5h. This copper-free piece (Gr/PEVA) 
was transferred to a ≥18MΩ-cm resistivity water bath for 1h before transfer to a second 
clean water bath were it was left for 12h. After transfer to a final fresh water bath, the 
stack was pulled onto the appropriate sensor substrate and dried using a gentle stream 
of nitrogen. 
 The sensors used as controls were fabricated using similar transfer techniques. 
Solutions of 4 wt. % PEVA and 1 wt. % CB were sonicated for 2-4h until well dispersed. 
The solution was then spun onto bare copper and transferred as before or applied to the 
sensors using an airbrush. Graphene with no PEVA coating was transferred with a 
supporting layer of 495K A4 polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA, MicroChem) spun at 3000 
rpm for 60 s. After transfer, the PMMA was removed by soaking the sensor in acetone 




Sensors were tested using a custom setup that has been described previously. 
Nitrogen was used as a carrier gas through the bubblers at a flow rate of 3000 mL/min. 
Organic vapors were generated by sparging N2(g) through 45 cm tall bubblers that had 
been filled with the appropriate solvents. The analyte concentration was controlled by 
adjusting the volumetric mixing ratio of the saturated analyte stream to the background 
N2(g) stream. The flow rates of the background and analyte gases were regulated using 
mass flow controllers. Each run started with a 700 s background collection. Each analyte 
exposure consisted of 200 s of pure background gas, 80 s of diluted analyte, and then 
200 s of background gas to purge the system. The sensors were loaded into a 
rectangular, 16-slot chamber connected by Teflon tubing to the gas delivery system. The 
resistance of each of the sensors in the array was measured by a Keithley 2002 
multimeter coupled to a Keithley 7001 multiplexer. The measurement electronics were 
interfaced with a computer via a GPIB connection and were controlled with LabVIEW 
software.  
Profilometry data of the polymer overlayers was collected on a Bruker Dektak XT 
profilometer using a probe with a 2 μm tip radius. Atomic force microscope images of the 
sensors were collected using a Bruker Dimension Icon atomic force microscope. Raman 
spectra were collected with a Renishaw Raman microscope at λ=532 nm through an 
objective with numerical aperture=0.75. The laser power was ~3 mW. 
 
Results 
Figure 1 shows the response of a sensor coated with Gr/PEVA to a single pulse 
of vapor. Upon exposure of the sensor to the analyte, the resistance steadily increases 
until the analyte is purged from the chamber, at which point the resistance decreases 
back to the baseline value. The response from this sensor is quantified as the change in 
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resistance (∆R) with respect to the resistance of the baseline (Rb), shown below in 








∗ 100 (1) 
The responses for all sensors in this work will be reported as ∆R/Rb. 
 Several sets of control sensors were fabricated to compare with the optimized 
sensor design. Typical polymer composite sensors contain carbon black (CB) as a 
conductive material. The percent composition by weight of CB determines the baseline 
resistance and the optimal sensor response. The sensors in this work replace CB with a 
conductive monolayer of graphene. The control samples included graphene alone on a 
flat substrate, graphene on 150 nm columns, PEVA/CB transferred in various ways to 
flat substrates and substrates with columns (Figure 2). The sensors fabricated in this 
work on a substrate with 150 nm columns show the best response by far (Figure 3). 
Strikingly, the PEVA/CB composite sprayed onto the surface of a substrate shows a 
strong negative response to ethanol and ethyl acetate, behavior which has been 
reported previously for these sensors.5 However, the PEVA/CB composites formed as 
uniform films show a positive response instead. 




Figure 1. A typical sensor response. The points at which the sensor was exposed to the 




Figure 2. Responses from control sensors. The type of material the sensing material is shown below the x-axis with the type of 




Figure 3. Control sensors versus PEVA/Gr on columns (far right). The best response comes from the PEVA-graphene film on a glass 
substrate with 150 nm high columns with a 3 μm diameter and 7 μm pitch. This design outperforms PEVA-CB and graphene alone. 
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The sensors in this work were optimized for the ideal thickness of the polymer 
overlayer (Figure 4). A spin curve for the 4 wt. % PEVA solution in toluene shows the 
expected dependence of thickness, which goes as the square root of the speed. Figure 
4b shows the responses for sensors with the polymer overlayer spun on at speed 
between 1000 and 8000 rpm. Although the thickest layer (~320 nm) showed a strong 
response to various analyte, the responses increase significantly for sensors with thinner 
layers of PEVA. 
 The sensors were similarly optimized for the number of columns on the 
substrate, shown in Figure 5. The standard pattern were columns with 3 μm diameter 
and a pitch of 7 μm. The pitch was then varied between 7 and 120 μm with a constant 
thickness of polymer overlayer and size of the Gr/PEVA sheet transferred. As the 
number of columns decreased, so did sensor response. Figure 5b shows the response 
with respect to the number of columns and show a plateau around 500,000 columns. 
 The reproducibility of the responses of the optimized sensor was also probed 
through repeated measurements of response to the same amount of analyte. Figure 7 
shows the response of an optimized sensor upon repeated exposures to 0.3% acetone. 
The response decreases over time to a plateau at 60% of the original signal, but after 
being allowed to rest, the sensor recovers the full response seen initially. 
 Raman spectra were collected for a sensor in contact with a 0.3% exposure of 
acetone. Figure 7 shows the response before and after exposure to the analyte. The G 
and 2D peaks of graphene can be seen. An additional broad peak from the substrate 
can be seen at 2400 cm-1. This substrate peak does not shift upon exposure, while the 
2D and G peaks shift significantly higher in energy upon exposure. The shift to higher 






Figure 4. Effect of polymer overlayer on response. A) Polymer spin curve for a 4 wt. 
% solution of PEVA in toluene. B) Responses for different thicknesses of polymer. 





Figure 5. Effect of pitch on response. A) Comparison of responses with changing 
pitch. More closely spaced columns improve the response of the film. B) While the 
number of columns makes a large difference initially, the magnitude of response 








Figure 6. Stability of the polymer-graphene chemiresistors. A) Change in 0.3% 
acetone response versus time. Although the magnitude of the response decreases 
slightly, the shape of the response does not change over repeated exposures. B) 
Initial responses to 0.3% acetone compared to the same exposures after letting the 






Figure 7. Raman at a representative spot on a sensor. A) How a lattice change in 
graphene is related to the shift in Fermi level. B) Before exposure to acetone, the 
G peak (1580 cm-1) and 2D peak (2670 cm-1) are visible. After exposure, both 
have shifted significantly to higher wavenumbers. This shift indicates that the 
graphene in this region has likely contracted, which leads to changing conductive 




The response of the optimized sensors described here show a strong 
dependence on the number of columns (Figure 5). On this scale, increasing the number 
of columns leads to a higher response until a plateau is reached at 500,000 columns. 
This plateau indicates that on this scale that the resistance change in the graphene is 
limited by the degree of strain that an analyte can impose on the PEVA/Gr stack as more 
columns do not substantially enhance the signal. Response also depends on the 
thickness of the polymer overlayer, scaling proportional to the square root of the 
thickness (Figure 4). The optimal thickness is then around 70 nm, while the optimal 
spacing is columns with a 3 μm diameter and 7 μm pitch. While the signal does degrade 
overall, the sensors have highly reproducible signals but a long recovery time (Figure 6). 
Raman spectroscopy has been established as the primary method to 
characterize strain in graphene. A Raman spectrum of pristine graphene has two main 
peaks, at 1560 cm-1 and 2700 cm-1, which are labeled as the G and 2D peaks, 
respectively. Both arise from the breathing mode of the graphene lattice.6 These 
characteristic peaks are very responsive to small perturbations in the electronic structure 
of the graphene lattice, such as any shift of the Fermi level of graphene (EF). As strain is 
known to change the localization of electron density in graphene and shift EF, 
compressive and tensile strain can readily be identified. Tensile strain leads to a red shift 
of the G peak on the order of hundreds of wavenumbers (cm-1) while compressive strain 
leads to a slightly smaller blue shift of the G peak (around 20 cm-1).7 When the lattice is 
disrupted through the formation of defects, a third peak appears in the spectrum around 
1320 cm-1 and is labeled the D peak. The intensity of the D peak correlates to the degree 
of lattice disruption.8 Consequently, the introduction of defects to the lattice alters the 
Raman spectrum of graphene in an essentially orthogonal manner to strain-induced 
changes. The ratio of the intensity of the D peak to the G peak (ID/IG) can be used as a 
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metric for the growth of defects in the graphene while the shifts of the G and 2D peaks 
are indicative of a strained monolayer of graphene. However, it is important to note that 
any shift in EF results in changes to the shifts of the G and 2D peak. Thus, it is 
particularly important to characterize the strained surface before and after 
functionalization to isolate any changes from the shift of EF due to strain from those due 
to fabrication. Here the Raman spectrum (Figure 7) demonstrates that sensor exposed 
to analyte undergoes a significant shift in the Fermi level, indicative of a large change in 
the surface strain. When the analyte is removed, the original spectrum can be obtained. 
No permanent defects are introduced as only the 2D and G peaks are visible in both 
spectra. 
Conclusion 
This work demonstrates that polymer-coated monolayer graphene can be 
integrated with a simple textured electrode to produce a stronger response than a 
polymer-CB film or graphene alone. The response is controlled by the structure of the 
underlying substrate along with the thickness of the polymer overlayer. While this sensor 
has a long recovery time for successive tests, it recovers full functionality after rest 
period. Raman indicates that the monolayer of graphene is intact on the substrate and 
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